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THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

This report contains the Environmental Protection Authority's environmental assessment and 
recommendations to the Minister for the Environment on the environmental acceptability of the 
proposal. 

Immediately following the release of the report there is a 14-day period when anyone may 
appeal to the fv1inister against the Environn1ental Protection Authority's recon1n1endations. 

After the appeal period, and determination of any appeals, the Minister consults with the other 
relevant ministers and agencies and then issues his decision about whether the proposal may or 
may not proceed. The Minister also announces the legally binding environmental conditions 
which might apply to any approval. 

APPEALS 

If you disagree with any of the assessment report recommendations you may appeal in writing 
to the Minister for the Environment outlining the environmental reasons for your concern and 
enclosing the appeal fee of $10. 

It is important that vou clearlv indicate the nart of the reoort vou disagree with and the reasons 
for your concern so~ that the g~ounds of you~ appeal can be pr;1perly considered by the Minister 
for the Environment. 

ADDRESS 

Hem Minister for the Environment 
18th Floor, Allendale Square 
77 St George,s Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 
CLOSING DATE 

Your appeal (with the $10 fee) must reach the Minister's office no later than 5.00 prn on the 
l August 1992. 
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Summary, advice and recommendations 
The proposal is for residential development on 829 hectares of land north of the Wanneroo 
townsite and east of \Vanneroo Road, between Clarkson Avenue, Pinjar Road, the eastern 
portion of Flynn Drive and the Canamar Special Rural Zone. 

Development will be largely comprised of small lot residential areas and accompanying 
services, yielding between 10 to 15 housing units per hectare. 

It is expected that between 8 000 and 9 000 dwellings will be built, providing homes lrom 
between 24 000 and 28 000 people. 

The sire lies on elevated land on the Karrakatta sub-unit of the Spearwood Dune System. 

About half of the site is almost completely cleared of native vegetation (the southern section), 
and about half the site remains as uncleared bushland (the northern section). The bushland is 
typical of the vegetation types Karrakattu South and CerHraL and best described as jarrah
Banksia woodlands. 

The site is located over the large superficial groundYvater fonT1ation known as the Gnangara 
Mound. Groundwater under th1s site t1ows in a general east-\vest direction, with some of the 
water ending up in the northern pan of Lake Joondalup. The site is not located over any of the 
Water Authority of Western Australia's Priority Source Protection Areas, and there are no 
Priority 1 or 2 Source Protection Areas downstrearn of this site. 

The Department of Planning and Urban Development's most recent plans recommend that this 
parcel of land becon1e urban. The City of Vlannerods Draft Rural Strategy proposed that this 
land be developed for special rural. 

The key environmental issues related to the proposed development are: 

• potential to pollute ground and surface water resources, including downstream wetlands; 

water balance changes to nearby wetlands, including Lake Joondalup, and the effect on 
wetland vegetation; 

• 

the significance of the native t1ora and fauna of the site; 

impact on Neerabup National Park; 

the environn1ental impact of any major roads servicing this devclopr11ent; and 

the proximity of the four motor racing venues, and the likely noise impacts on the 
residents. 

A total of 24 submissions were received during the public rev1ew period, with 15 frorn 
individuals, 7 from organisations and companies (one was a jomt submission from two 
organ~sations, and one a joint subrnission fron1 5 organisations), and two fron1 governn1ent 
agencres. 

The main environmental issues rmsed in those submissions were: 

impact on the water levels, water quality and vegetation of nearby System 6 wetlands; 

the impact of a major north-south road, servicing this development, on wetlands to the 
south of the site: 

the regional and local importance of the remnant bushland; 

the site is close to Nccrabup National Park which will come under increased pressure 
through increased recreational use: and 

in1pact on the groundwater resource. 

A number of other issues were raised, mainly related to planning matters, including the 
proximity of the Wanneroo Raceway, and the likely noise impacts on residents. 



After considering all of the environmental issues, and the matters raised in the public 
submissions, the Environmental Protection Authority finds that the proposal is environmentally 
acceptable. 

The development will have some environmental impacts. but they are seen to be acceptable 
because: 

the vegetation does not have regional importance and is represented within an existing 
N;1tiona! Pmk; 

there are no rare species of flora and fauna on the site; 

the rise in the water levels of nearby wetlands are not so severe as to be unacceptable, 
including impacts on wetland vegetation: 

the loss of water quality will not impact on the Water Authority's Priority 1 and 2 areas: 

the loss in water quality experienced in downstream wetland will be minimal; and 

impacts on Neerabup National Park due to increased recreational usage wili be minimised 
because of planned additions to the Park. 

The management of the traffic is acceptable provided that: 

any major road south of this site should not cross the Priority 1 source protection area, or 
impact on wetlands; and 

development east ofWanneroo Road is not used to justify additional east-west links 
through Neerabup National Park. 

Advice to the planning agencies regarding the regional 
roads 
Any major ro:~d south of this Janel should be referred to the Authority for 
assessment. It should avoid Prioritv 1 Source Protection Areas and wetlands. 
Stormwater run-off from the road should not flow directly into any wetl:~nds. 

It is the Authority's view that further east-west roads through Necrabup 
Nationnl Park arc not needed to service development cast of \Vanneroo [{oad. 
The Environrncntal Protection Authority dues not support additional roads 
through Neerabup N'-!tiOn'-li Park, and, should any be proposed, they should 
also be referred to the Authority for assessment. Further, rather than taking a 
case by case approach to east~west linkages through Neerabup National Park, 
the Authority recommends a regional view is taken to examine regional 
solutions to this issue. 

Advice to the planning agencies regarding noise 
impacts from the motor racing venues north of this 
site on future residents 
It is the Authority's view that, whHe some prob!cms could anse because of the 
proximity of the motor racing tracks, development on this land can proceed 
provided that the planning agencies and the proponents make suitable 
provisions to minimise the noise impacts on future residents. The decision on 
which mcchanism(s) is/are put in place to manage these noise impacts is a 
matter for the planning agencies to determine. 
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Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority has concluded that the proposal to 
develop the land Location 2579, and Lots 1 and 2 Flynn Ddvc, as modified 
during the process of interaction between the proponents, the Environmental 
Protection Author-ity, the public and the relevant government agencies, is 
environmentally acceptable. 

In reaching its conclusion, the Environmental Protection Authority identified 
the main environmental factors requiring detailed consideration as: 

potential to pollute ground and surface water resources, including 
downstream wetlands; 

water balance changes resulting in water level rises in nearby wetlands, 
including Lake Joondalup, and the effect on wetland vegetation: 

• the significance of the native flora and fauna of the site; 

impact on Neerabup National Park; and 

the environmental impact of any majm· roads servicing this development 

Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed subject to the Environmental Protection Authority's 
recommendations and the commitment made by the proponents. 

With regard to the impacts on the local groundwater resource, which in turn impact on the 
nearby wetlands, the proponent need not be required to carry out any special remedial actions. 

Recommendation 2 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the proponents 
should maximise the amount of native vegetation left on the site. On the land 
currently cove•·ed with bushland, the pt·o-ponents should, prior to subdivision 
receiving final approval, produce a remnant V('getation pian. This pian should 
show: 

the location of the public open space areas, and the sections which will be 
left as native bushland; 

the corridors that will be left as native bushland; and 

any other areas whe1·e native vegetation can be left subject to further 
development. 

Where substantia! re-landscaping is necessary, this requirement will not be 
necessary. However, all species replanted should be those typical of the 
vegetation types Karrakatta South and Central, according to the requirements 
of the City of Wanneroo. 

Each plan is to be developed accurding to the requirements of the State 
Planning Commission with advice from the City of Wanneroo. 

lll 





1. Introduction, background and project description 
The proposal is for residential development on 829 hectares of land north of the Wanneroo 
townsite and east of Wanneroo Road. The site. comprising three parcels of lJnd, is located 
between Clarkson Avenue, Pin jar Road, the eastern portion of Flynn Drive and the Carramar 
Special Rural Zone (refer to Figure 1). The three parcels are: 

Loc 2579 (379 ha), owned by Yatal:l Norninees Pty Ltd; 

• Lor 2 Flynn Drive (385 ha), owned by Homeswest; and 

Lot 1 Flynn Drive (65 ha), owned by R&I Bank. 

The proposed development was referred to the Authority in December 1989, with level of 
assessment set at Public Environmental Review. 

Development will be largely comprised of normal residential densities with accompanying 
servicesj yielding between 10 to 15 housing units per hectare. As a transition between this 
development and the surrounding rural areas, some special residential lots of 5 000 square 
metres will be provided 1djacent to the existing special rural zones. 

It is expected that between 8 000 and 9 000 dweliings will be built, providing homes for 
between 24 000 and 28 000 people. 

The development will be staged over 10 years starting in mid 1993. 

2. l'~xisting environment 

2.1 Topography and landforms 

The site lies on elevated land on the Kamrkatta sub-unit of the Spearwood Dune System. 

There are two lines of wetlands to the east and west of the site. The western chain, including 
Lake Joondalup, is set between dunes within the Spearwood Dune System. The wetlands to the 
east, including Lakes Pinjar and Adun1s, are set in series of depressions that n1ark the 
intersection of the Spearwood and Bassendean Dune Systems. 

2.2 Vegetation 

The site can be categorised into two sections based on existing vegetation cover: the southern 
section is almost completely cleared. and the northern section is uncleared bushland. 

The cleared section is typical of land used for grazing with mainly exotic grasses and scattered 
rcn1nants of the original native '.voodlands. 

The uncleared bushland is typical of the vegetation types Karrakatta South and Central (us 
defined in the Atlas of Natural Resources, Darling System WA), uescribed as open forest of 
tuart-jarrah-marri. Tuarts are found on the shallower soils on the western portion of the 
Spearwood Dune System. The vegetation on this site is best described as j~rrrah-Banksia 
woodland. Other tree species include Banksia attenuata, B menziesii, Eucalyptus rodtiana, E 
calophylla and AllocasuLrrinafraseriana. 

De wiled vegetation rnapping of the srte carried out as pan of the Public Environn1ental Revievv 
identified three generalised vegetation types: Jarrah-Banksia woodland, Banksia woodland and 
:1;/efa/euca clampl:md. 

The bushland shows signs of degradation consistent with its location near urban areas. There 
are a number of tracksvthat cut through the area, and rubbish dumping has occurreu next to 
these tracks. Weed invasion has occurred on the perimeter of the bushland and around the 
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heavily used tracks. Away from these areas of disturbance, the bushland is in ncar pristine 
condition. 

There is a damp land near the north east corner of the site, the dominant species being ;'v/elaleuca 
preissiana, Eucalyptus rudis and Banksia ilicifolia. 

No rare t1ora or buna has been found on the site. 

2.3 Hydrology 

The site is located over the large superficial groundwater formation known as the Gnangnra 
Mound. ("Superficial" refers to recent geological deposits laid over more ancient ones. The 
groundwater found in this formation is known as "superficial groundwater" and is found near 
or at the surface.) 

The porous nature of the soils on the Swan Coastal Plain generally does not allow rain to run 
off as creeks and rivers_ Inste2d, the rain n1ostly infiltrutes dovvn through the sandy soils where 
it forms the groundwater mound. 

The general movement of the groundwater on the Coastal Plain is from east to west, with some 
localised variation particulnrly near wetlands and water courses. Groundwater under this site 
follows this general east-west trend. with some of the water ending up in the northern part of 
Lake Joondalup. 

The Water Authority of Western Australia currently draws water from certain areas of the 
mound, and has plans to extend to other areas. In order to protect the groundwater within these 
areas, the Water Authority has designated certain areas of the mound as "Source Protection 
Areas", and classified them into three "Priority" types based on the level of protection required. 

Priority 1 Source Protection Areas require the greatest level of protection, and are mostly on 
Crown land, in particular, State Forest pine plantations. Land use activities are restricted to 
those that do not threaten water quality. 

Priority 2 Source Protection Areas cover land where water production has a high priority, bur is 
not necessarily the primary consider,rtion. It mainly covers private land where land use activities 
genemlly offer a low risk to water quality. 

Priority 3 Source Protection Areas arc catchment areas where other land use activities have 
priority over water production and protection. The Water Authority accepts that these lam! uses 
may cau:;c the quality of grouw.lwater Lo becon1e degraded, and that treatn1ent of the water will 
be required to make it potable. 

Much of the Priority 3 Source Protection Areas in the North- West Corridor is either developed 
for urban purposes, or planned for future urban development. The land which is the subject of 
this report is not within any of these Priority Source Protection Areas, and there are no Priority 
1 or 2 Source Protection Areas downstream. 

3. The planning context 
The need for urban development in this locality was first mentioned in the Department of 
Planning and Urban Development's 1987 Corridor Review Report. 

The City of Wanneroo's Draft Rural Strategy released in 1988 proposed an alternative 
development in the i()rrn of special rural zones. 

The Department of Planning and Urban Development's Metroplan released in 1990, and the 
1992 North- West CorridorS tructure Plan, confirmed that this parcel of land was recommended 
to become urban. 
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4. Issues raised during the public review period. 

4.1 Overview 
A total of 24 submissions received during the public review period and arc surnrnariscd in 
Table l. 

Table 1. A summary of public submissions 

No of submissions in No of submissions TOTAL 
support opposed or which 

raised concerns 

Individuals 11 4 15 

1 organisations/compm1ies I '' 3* t7 .~ 

TOTAL 15 7 22 
r.,.,., ~~ f- "o-n. ,,, -~ ' ~ 

' 

* One submission was submitted on behalf of two groups. and another was submitted on 
behalf of five groups. 

4.2. A summary of the issues and concern raised 

The main environmental issues raised during the public review period were: 

impact on the water levels, water quality and vegetation of nearby System 6 wetlands; 

the impact on wetlands to the south of the site of 0 major north-south road servicing this 
development; 

the regional and local importance of the remnant bushland; 

the site is close to Neerabup National Park which will come under increased recre:ltional 
pressure: and 

impact on the ground-water resource. 

A number of other issues were raised that mainly related to planning matters, including the 
proximity of the Wanneroo Raceway, and the like! y noise impacts on the residents. 

A full list of the issues raised is included in Appendix 1, with the proponents' response 
included in Appendix 2 

5. Environmental impacts and management 

S.l The key environmental issues 

The key environn1ental issues related to the proposed developn1ent :tre: 

potential to pollute ground and surface water resources, including downstream wetlands: 

water balance changes to nc~u·by wetlands, including Lake Joondalup, and the effect on 
wetla11d vegetation; 

the significance of the native !lora and fauna of the site: 



impact on Necrabup National Park; 

• the environmental impact of any major roads servicing this development; and 

the proximity of four motor racing venues, and the likely noise impacts on the residents. 

5.2 Potential to pollute ground and surface water resources, 
i_ncluding downstream 'vetlands 

As discussed in Section 2.3, water quality is likely to deteriorate under land developed for 
urbanisation. The land the subject of this report is not within any of the Priority I and 2 Source 
Protection Areas, nor are there such areas downstream. The development of this land for urban 
purposes does not pose an unacceptable risk to the groundwater resource of the region. 

Lake Joondalup is downstream of this property but it is expected that only a small proportion of 
the groundwater flowing under the site will make its way into the lake Any loss of water 
quality is likely to be minimal. and, therefore, environmentally acceptable. 

5.3 Water balance changes to nearby \Vctlands, including Lake 
Joondalup, and the effect on wetland vegetation 

It is likely that, as the section of this site covered in native vegetation is cleared and developed 
for urban purposes, the local wmertable will rise. Much of the native vegetation is deep rooted 
and draws water from the groundwater during evapo-transpiration. The removal of this 
vegetation and its replacement with roads, houses and shallow rooted grasses reduces the rate 
of evapo-transpiration. With less draw on the water, the watertable rises. 

Runoff from roofs, roads and other hard surfaces in urban areas is often directed to specific 
points in the landscape in storm water basins. This concentration of water percolating into the 
soil decreases the chances of it being taken up by the vegetation, increasing the rate of recharge 
of the groundwater, 

This predicted rise of the watertable can be seen as beneficial as it could negate, and possibly 
reverse, the recent decline in the water levels of the wetlands of the region. Evidence was 
produced in the Public Environrnental Review report showing a recent fall in watertable for 
Lake Adams: the most likely causes are a combination of increased draw-down on the 
i,'TOundwater by the nearhy pine plantations and private bores. and a he low <Jvcragc min fall over 
the last 10 to 15 years, 

It is likely that any watertable rise resulting from this development, in either Lake Joondalup or 
Lake Adan1s wiJl be gr:.tdual, and the wetland vegetation should adjust to these changes. 
Change in species structure in the wetland, and nearby dry!and, fringe areas due to the rising 
water levels will also he graduaL Such gradual changes arc considered environmentally 
acceptable. 

5.4 The significance of the native flora and fauna of the site 

There are two aspects to this issue: the regional significance of the vegetation type represented 
in the uncleared bush!Jnd, and the presence of rare and endangered species of t1ora and fauna. 

As discussed in Section 2.2, the uncleared bushland is typical of the vegetation types Karrakatta 
South and C-:entral, and is represented in the conservation reserve Yalgotup National Park, 
south of fv'Iandurah. 

The System 6 study, which identified areas desirable for National Parks, Nature Reserves and 
regional recreation, did not idcmify land which is the subject of this report for reservation. 

The Melaleuca dampland vegetation is commonly found in wetlands within conservation 
reserves throughout the region. 

No rare flora or fauna has heen found on the site. 



The remnant native vegetation found on this site does not have regional significance, and the 
Authority docs not recommend that it be included in a conservation reserve. However, the 
vegetation has local importance in that it is poorly represented in reserves in the Wanneroo area, 
and the proponents should maximise its retention in the public open space areas and road verges 
where vegetation would n01mally be left or replanted. 

5.5 I1npact on Neerabup National Park 

The Systern 6 report recognised that there were significant management problen1s associated 
with Neerabup National Park (M6) due to its long, narrow shape and proximity to the urban 
areas in the North-West Corridor. Urbanisation of the land, which is the subject of this report 
will probably add to the pressures on the park. 

In recognition of these pressures, the Department of Planning and Urban Development has 
proposed, as part of the North-West Corridor Structure Plan, that additions be made to the park 
over and above those recommended in the System 6 report. These additions arc supported by 
the Authority, and will help to alleviate some of the pressure on the park. 

Within this context, the likely recreational impacts on Neerabup National Park are considered 
environmentally acceptable. - - -

5.6 The environmental impact of any major roads servicing this 
development 

The development of this land will put added pressure on the local and regional road networks. 
The Authority raised concerns regarding this issue when the North-West CorTidor Structure 
Plan was first released as a draft in 1991. The Authority's advice regarding this issue is shown 
in Appendix 3. The main points of that advice relevant here are: 

any major north-south road link should not cross the Priority 1 source protection area, or 
impact on wetlands; and 

development east ofWanneroo Road does not require additional east-west links through 
Neerabup National Park. 

5.7 The proximity of me four motor racing venues, and the likely 
noise impacts on the residents 

There are four motor mcing venues to the north of the site which are used mainly on weekends 
for specific events throughout the year. Their locations are shown in Figure 2. These venues 
are: 

Wanneroo Park i\llotor Racing Circuit 2km to the north; 

Wanneroo Park 1viotorcycle Racing Circuit - 2km to the north; 

The International Standard Go-Kart Racing Circuit- 2km north of the site; and 

• The Wanneroo Motocross Track - 750m north of the site. 

During the public review period, the City of Wanneroo expressed concern that unacceptable 
noise levels will be experienced for residents living in the north of this site when events are held 
at these venues. The proponents have recentlv ca_._rried out additional studies, and the results are 
included in Appendix 2. • 

Based on the infom1ation given as part of the Public Environmental Review, and the additional 
information collected by the proponents, the following advice is offered to the planning 
agencies: 

• noise generated from certmn events will be audible within houses on the north of this site, 
and complaints will fo11ow; 
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regulatory limits may be exceeded on some occasions: and 

events on the weekends will cause the greatest problem because more people will be at 
home, and they will be expecting some "peace and quiet"; 

Accordingly, the proponents should be required to ensure that prospective purchasers of lots 
within the northern section of the site are made aware of the possible noise problems prior to 
their purchase being finalised. 

While these racing facilities remain, any additional residential development further to the north 
of this proposed development Vv'ould certainly have the potential to experience noise problems, 
and, therefore, would be undesirable. 

6. Environmental impacts and their management - the 
Authority's advice and recommendations 

6.1 i\dvice to the planning agencies 

6.Ll Traffic management 

The Authority recognises that the development of this land for residential purpose will put 
added pressure on the existing road network. Pressure will also grow to upgrade the nun1ber 
and standard of the easHvest roads linking this land to the freeway/rapid transit corridor, the 
urban areas to the west, and the beaches. 

Any major road south of this land should be referred to the Authority for 
assessment. It should avoid Priority 1 Source Protection Areas and wetlands. 
Stormwater run-off from the road should not flow directly into any wetlands. 

It is the Authority's view that further east-west roads through Neerabup 
National Park are not needed to service development east of Wanneroo Road. 
The Environmental Protection Authority does not support additional roads 
through Neerahup National Park, and, should any be proposed, they should 
also be referred to the Authority for assessment. Further, rather than taking a 
case by ca~:;e npproach to east-west Unkuges through Neerabup National Park, 
the Authority recommends a regionai view is taken to examine regional 
solutions to this issue. 

6.1.2 Advice to the planning agencies regarding noise impacts from the motor 
racing venues north of this site on future residents 

The following advice is offered to the planning agencies regarding this issue: 

noise generated from cert~in event-; vvill be audible wirhin houses on the north of rhis site, 
and complaints will follow; 

n;gulatory limits may be exceeded on some occasions; <md 

events on the weekends will cause the greatest problem because more people will be at 
hon1e, and they will be expecting son1e "peace and qulet"; 
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Accordingly, the proponents should be required to ensure that prospective purchasers of lots 
within the northern section of the site are made aware of the possible noise problems prior to 
fheir purchase being finalised. 

While these racing facilities remain. any additional residential development further to the north 
of this proposed development would be undesirable. 

It is the Authority's view that, while some problems could arise because of the 
proximity of the motor racing tracks, development on this land can proceed 
provided that the planning agencies and the proponents make suitable 
provisions to minimise the noise impacts on future residents. The decision on 
which mechanism(s) is/are put in place to manage these noise impacts is a 
matter for the planning agencies to determine. 

6.2 Genera! recommendation 
The environn1ental impacts of the dcvclopn1ent of the land for residential purposes are likely to 
be: 

the loss of a significant area of near pristine bushland; 

a rise in water levels of nearby wetlands; 

• a deterioration in the quality of the groundwater downstream of the site; and 

recreational impacts on Neerabup National Park. 

The Environmental Protection Authority after considering the environmental issues, and taking 
into account the views expressed during the public review period, considers that the potential 
impacts are acceptable in that: 

• 

• 

• 

the vegetation does not have regional importance and is represented within an existing 
National Park; 

there are no rare species of t1ora and fauna on the site; 

the probable rise in the water levels of nearby wetlands re~ulting fro1n urbanisation of this 
land is not so severe as to be unacceptable, including impacts on wetland vegetation; 

the loss of water quality '.vill not impact on the \\1 ~~ter /\uthority'::; Priority 1 and 2 areas; 

• the loss in water quality experienced in downstream wetland will be minimal; and 

impacts on Neerabup National Park due to increased recreational usage will be minimised 
because of planned additions to the Park. 

Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority has concluded that the proposal to 
develop the land Location 2579, and Lots 1 and 2 Flynn Drive, as modified 
during the process of interaction between the proponents, the Environmental 
Protection Authority, the public and the relevant government agencies, is 
environmentally acceptable. · 

In reaching its conclusion, the Environmental Protection Authority identified 
the main environmental factors requiring detaiied considera£ion as: 

potential to pollute ground and sm·face water resources, including 
downstream wetlands; 
water balance changes to nearby wetlands, including Lake Joondalup, and 
the effect on wetland vegetation 
the significance of the native flora and fauna of the site; 
impact on Neerabup National Park; and 
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the environmental impact of any major roads servicing this development. 

Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 
proposal could proceed subject to the Environmental Protection Authority's 
recommendations and the commitment made by the pt·oponents. 

6.3 Potential to 
water balance 
Joondalup 

pollute ground and surface water resources, and 
changes to nearby wetlands, including Lake 

The Environmental Protection Authority recognises that there will be some impacts on the local 
groundwater resource which will in turn impact on the nearby wetlands. These impacts, 
however. are environmentally acceptable, and the proponent will not be required to carry out 
any special remedial actions. 

The vegetation on this site is not considered to be of regional importance, as it is represented in 
Yalgorup National Park. It does, however, have some local value, in that it is poorly 
represented in reserves in the Wanneroo area. To maximise the amount of the native vegetation 
left on the site, the proponents should be required to produce, prior to each stage being 
approved for subdivision, a remnant native vegetation plan showing the locations where native 
vegetation will he nreserved. 

~ -- r-

Where replanting is required as pm1 of development, the proponent should be required to plant 
species of trees and shrubs typical of the vegetation types Karrakatta South and Central. 

Recommendation 2 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the proponents 
should maximise the amount of native vegetation left on the site, On the land 
currently covered with bushland, the proponents should, prior to subdivision 
receiving final approval, produce a remnant vegetation plan, That plan should 
show: 

the location of the public open space nreas, and the sections which will be 
retained as nai:ivc bushland; 

• the corridors that will be retained as native bushland; and 

any other areas where native vegetation can be retained subject to further 
development, 

vVhere substantial re-landscaping is necessary, this requirement will not be 
necessary. However, aii species replanted should be those typical of the 
vegetation types Karrakatta South and Central, according to the requirements 
of the City of 'VVanncroo. 

Each plan is to be developed according to the requirements of the State 
Planning Commission with advice from the City of Wanncroo. 
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1. Issues raised m support of the proposal 

1.1 Planning issues 

A number of submissions gave general support to the proposal citing a number of argument.<; 
rebJted to p-lanning issues, including: 

l. local en1ployrnent is available for future residents because of the site 1S proxi1nity to 
Joondalup Commercial area and Flynn Drive industrial areas; 

2. the retailing and other services at the Joondalup Centre will received a boost providing 
services to the residents of the development; 

3. the new rail service will be nearby; 

4, the soil type and general landforms are ideal for residential development requiring n1inirnal 
engineering; 

5. recent planning documents have included this land for future urban; and 

6. the provision of 5000 square metre lots on the perimeter of the development will act as a 
buffer between the existing nearby special rural zones and the small lots for the majority of the 
development. 

L2 Environmental issues 

A number of submissions supported the general conclusions of the Public Environmental 
Review report that the environmental impacts of the proposal are acceptable and manageable. 

2. Submissions which raised concerns about the proposal 

2.1 Planning issues, including loss of rural amenity 

A number of submissions raised concerns about urbanisation within an historicallv rural area. It 
was felt that the general rural amenity of the area would be lost causing the follow"ing problems. 

1. Valuable at,'Ticulturalland would be lost to residential development. 

2. The existing special rural zones would suffer a loss of amenity with urbanisation so close. 

3. A large urban cell east of Wanneroo Road would remove the existing clear transition 
between rural and urban areas. 

4. The City of Wanneroo's Rural Strategy proposed that this area be developed as a :;pccial 
rur~l zone. This proposal is incons1:m~nt with that plan. 

5. The development would increase the likelihood of the major road being built through the 
east Wanneroo area south of the development. Such a road would impact severely on the 
rural nature of that area. 

2.2 Impact on important System 6 wetlands 

Water levels m nearby wetlands- Lakes JoondaJup and Adams- are likely to rise. \Vetland 
vegetation may not cope with this ch:mge and deaths will occur. 

2. The change in water levels will lead to a change in the structure of the vegetation within the 
wetlands, and this is seen as undesirable. 

3. The development would increase the likelihood of the major road being built through the 
east Wanneroo area south of the deveiopment. Such a road would likely have an adverse 



impact on important wetland south of the site through increased stormwater run-off from 
the road, and the possibility of chemical spills from trucks that use the road. 

2.3 Issues related to the remnant bushland in the north section of the site 

1. The vegetation type found on the northern portion is poorly represented in conservation 
reserves, and this example should be set aside for conservation. 

2. The damp lands in the north and south-east part of the land are valuable habitats and should 
be conserved as part of the public open space. 

3. The northern bushland section is part of a valuable corridor for birds which includes the 
Neerabup National Park and the Carramar Park Special Rural Zone. To protect the integrity 
of this corridor this bushland section of the land should not be developed for small lot 
housing but rather as a mixture of bushland public open space and special rural lots. 

4. A recent biolos'ical survey of the Carramar Park area indicated that it contains n1ore species 
of reptiles and land birds than does Neerabup and Yanchep National Parks, and Yellagonga 
Regional Park. The area should, therefore, be conserved because of this species richness. 

2.4 Impact on Neerabup National Park 

i. No consideration has been given to the impact the development will have on >leerabup 
National Purk. The expected 24 000 to 28 000 people will put unacceptable pressure on the 
Park causing a further degradation of this important bushland. To avoid this impact the 
development should provide a large area of bushland for passive recreation as pan of the 
public open space. 

2.5 A nutrient management plan for the development 

l. Concern was expressed that the development does not provide a detailed strategy to avoid 
the pollution of the groundwater and the downstream Lake Joondalup, with the n1ain 
pollution fear being increased nutrient levels. The development should maximise the 
retention of native vegetation by keeping the small lot subdivisions on the cleared land, a 
nutrient irrigation and management plan should be developed for the public grassed areas, 
and re:;idents should be educated on how to minimise fertilizer application rates. 

2.6 Data inadequacies 

1 . Some of the information used in the PER is outdated and makes some of the predictions 
about, for example, the impact on the wmertab!e, invalid. In particular, a recent article about 
the t1ora of the are:1 was not quoted. 

2. insufficient data were given about the flora and fauna surveys. Full details of the 
methodology should be given so that a judgement could be made about the adequacy of the 
surveys. If they were nm carried out properly, it could then be argued that rare t1ora and 
fauna could be on the site. 

3. Table 7 of the PER, listing areas of remnant vegetation, is misleading because some of the 
areas listed- Bold Park and Kings Park- are severely degraded. Their inclusion creates the 
false sense that the vegetation types are well represented in conservation reserves. 

4. The discussion of the ormection of the vegeration tvoe included reference to examoles 
found on private land within the region. It is~misleadit~g to include these examples bec~tuse 
they are not secure conservation reserves. 

5. There are numerous lime kilns closer to the land than the one in Neerabup Park (page 37). 
Those on Flynn Drive are closer and well preserved. 

6. The landform is not all S pearwood as claimed in the PER. Lot 2 is transitiorwi to the 
Bassendean Dune S ystcm. 



2.7 Loss of remnant bushland in the metropolitan area 

I. Concern was expressed about the continued growth of the Perth metropolitan area. and the 
loss of native bushland. Small lot development in the corridor should avoid areas of native 
bushland. Instead, such areas should be developed for special rural zones. 

2.8 Impact on Gnangara Mound 

1. The proposal is likeiy to degrade the quality of water in the Gnangara Mound, which is an 
important source of both public and private water. 

2. One of the findings of a 1986 Water Authority study of the use of the water from the 
Gnangara mound was that the impacts of long term extraction of groundwater were 
unknown. This conclusion was based on the then proposed extent of urbanisation within 
the North- West corridor. Urbanisation on this land was not proposed at that time. It is 
likely, therefore, that this development will put further pressure on the mound as more 
water wili be required to service the area. Wetlands and native bushland which are 
supported by the mound are likely to be further threatened. 

2.9 Unsustainable growth of the Perth metropolitan area 

1. The continued expansion of the Perth Metropolitan area is seen as environmentally 
unsustainable. 
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East of Joondalup PER- Proponents Response Page No. 1 

EAST OF JOONDALUP URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

Proponents Response to Issues and Questions Raised 

During the PER Public Review Period 

This document forms the proponent's (Homes\vest, Yatala 1'-~orninees Pty Ltd, and the 

R&I Bank) principal responses to submissions regarding the Public Environmental 

Review (PER) for the proposed East of Joondalup Urban Development Project, Swan 

Location 2579 Clarkson Avenue and Lots 1 and 2 Flynn Drive, Neerabup. 

The document is presented in two pa~ts: 

Part A 

• Responses to the issues and comments within public submissions upon the PER 

that were summarised in Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) 

correspondence to the proponent, dated 1st May, 1992 (Appendix A). For ease 

of reference, the following comments and responses within Pa!t A are numbered 

in accordance with the EPA correspondence. 

Part B 

• Responses to the issue raised in correspondence from the City of Wanneroo to 

the EPA regarding the proposal, dated 8th May, 1992 (Appendix B). 

Pari A 

A. Support for the Proposal 

The proponent acknowledges that a nun1ber of submissions gave support to the proposalt 

on the basis that it constitutes efficient, orderly development, and has acceptable and 

manageable environmental impacts. 
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B . Concerns Raised About the Development 

1 . Planning issues, including loss of rural amenity. 

1.1 Valuable agricultural land would be lost to residential development. 

Response: 

The southern portion of the site was parkland cleared for cattle grazing approximately 25 

years ago. TI1is pursuit proved unviable, as have a variety of agricultural and farming land 

uses since that time, including sheep, cattle and horse grazing and a riding schooL The 

land has been somewhat degraded due to overstocking and non-sustainable farm 

management practises, which have resulted in vegetation loss and limited erosion. 

Consequently, the land has not been utilised for farming for ma.11y years. The cleared 

portion of tile site cannot tilerefore, be considered as "valuable agricultural land". 

Groundwater abstraction restrictions imposed by the Water Authority of Western Australia 

effectively preclude viable irrigated horticulture on tile land. 

L 2 The existing Special Rural zones would suffer loss of amenity with 

urbanisation so close. 

Response: 

The potential impact of the proposal upon the amenity of the adjacent Special Rural 

subdivision is highly subjective. Potential adverse impacts of the proposal, including 

increased traffic, people and the effects of light and noise, will be minimised by 

appropriate incorporation of a buffer zone of Special Residential lots with minimum area 

of 5000 square metres and minimum depth of 80 metres, between the existing rural

residential area and tile proposed residential development Perceived negative impacts will 

be compensated by easily identifiable positive impacts on the amenity of the area, 

including the provision of schools; community and health facilities. public transport and 

shopping facilities. 
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1.3 A large urban cell east of Wanneroo Road would remove the 

existing clear transition between rural and urban areas. 

Response: 

The creation of an urban cell east of Wanneroo Road is in accordance with current 

planning for the North-West Corridor. The transition between rural and urban areas will 

not be ''lost11
, but relocated to allow for expansion within the Perth !'vfetropolitan Area, as 

has occurred many times. 

1.4 The City of Wanneroo's Rural Strategy proposed that this area be 

developed as a Special Rural zone. This proposal contradicts that 

plan. 

Response: 

The Wanneroo Rural Strategy was released by the City of Wanneroo in draft forrn in 

1988, but did not proceed beyond draft stage before being superseded by subsequent 

strategic planning, viz the Council's 1991 Draft East Wanneroo District Structure Plan and 

the Department of Planning and Urban Development's North-West Corridor Structure 

Plan (1992). Reference to the draft Rural Strategy released in 1988 is therefore clearly 

out-moded. 

1. 5 The development would increase the likelihood of the major road 

through the east Wanneroo area south of the 

development. Such a road would impact severely on the rur!!l 

nature of that area. 

Response: 

A major road in this area is an accepted pa..rt of the NortJ.t,_-\Vest Corridor Structure Plan 

(DPUD, 1992), formulated with extensive community consultation, including members of 

the Eastern Perimeter Arterial Road Action Group (EPARAG). The planning process 
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developed options and reached consensus for the most appropriate alignment based on 

existing road reserves, and considering environmental and groundwater protection factors. 

FuJI details of tile options considered and the consultation process are provided in the 

North-West Corridor Structure Plan (DPUD, 1992). The PER referred to this document 

in the explanation of the planning background which led to the proposal 

2' Impact on important 

2. 1 Water ieveis in nearby wetlands - Lakes Joondalup and Adams • are 

likely to rise. Wetland vegetation may not change and deaths will 

occur. 

Response: 

Wetlands and their surrounding vegetation should not be considered static, as they are 

constantly adapting in response to changing environmental characteristics, both seasonal 

and long-term. 

For example, the PER presented data which shows that Lake Adam's water level varies by 

1.0 metre or more in some years (PER Figure 7). Lake Joondalup exhibits a similar 

seasonal variation (PER Figure 14). 

The PER also presented data which shows that groundwater and lake water levels in the 

Wanneroo area have generally declined since the early l 960's. In lakes such as Lake 

Adams, this has caused peripheral vegetation to encroach upon areas which were 

previously too deep to colonise. 

The Water Authority (1989) used computer modelling to predict that groundwater levels 

beneath the site under a suite of proposed development and management strategies for the 

Wanneroo area, would fall by approximately 0.5 metres under average rainfall conditions. 

The PER predicted that groundwater levels beneath the site would rise between 0.5 and 

0.9 metres due to urbanisation, based on detailed water balrutce equations derived for the 

proposal, attached as appendices to that report. The anticipated overall effect on 

groundwater levels was a nett increase of 0.4 metres (40 centimetres). 
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The PER predicted that an increase in Lake Adams water level, returning to seasonal 

depths closer to historic levels, may lead to a shift in the distribution of vegetation types, 

inctuc!ing an outward expansion of fringing reed vegetation and Flooded Gums. 

A water level rise in Lake J oondalup may lead to some inundation of the innermost zone of 

the fringing vegetation but would not be expected to encroach upon the Tuart/Marri 

woodland. Any rise in water levels would be mitigated by discharge to adjoining caves in 

the coastal limestone, which are t~Jought to act as spillways thus controlling water leveis in 

the lake (Allen, 1981). 

Therefore while it is possible that some trees may die over a period of 20-30 years due to a 

rise in groundwater level, others will have germinated and grown in areas previously 

unsuitable for their survival. 

It should also be noted that if the Water Authority increases groundwater abstraction over 

the next 2-3 decades due to increased demand, a rise in water table levels may never 

eventuate .. 

2. 2 The change in water levels will lead to a change in the structure of 

the vegetation within the wetlands, and this is seen as undesirable. 

Response: 

There is no evidence to suggest that the vegetation structure surrounding the wetlands will 

change. As detailed in response 2.1, it is anticipated that there may be a gradual shift in 

the distribution of wetla.."'1d vegetation su--ucture types over a 20-30 year period, reversing 

the shift that has occurred as groundwater levels have declined since the 1960's. The shift 

may be considered to be of a similar order to that which is likely to occur naturally over a 

long period of time, in response to climatic variations. 

2. 3 The development would increase the likelihood of a ntajor road 

being built through the east Wanneroo area south of the 

development. Such a road would have an adverse impact on 
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important wetland south of the site through increased stormwater 

run-off from the road, and the possibility of chemical spills from 

trucks that use the 1ro:.HL 

Response: 

It was not the purpose of the PER to assess the potential impacts of a major road possibly 

being constructed in the vicinity of the site. 

As for all such proposals, it will be for the EPA to detennine whether a major road in this 

area should be assessed in accordance with the provisions of the Environmental Protection 

Act. 0986), and its acceptability or otherwise determined at that time. 

3 . Issues related to the remnant bushland in the north section of the site. 

3.1 The vegetation type found on the northern portion is poorly 

represented in conservation reserves (reference given), and this 

example should be set aside for conservation and not developed. 

Response: 

The vegetation type on the northern portion of the site was botanically assessed and 

mapped by a regional scale survey carried out for the Department of Conservation and 

Environment in 1978, and was classified as Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and 

South. This vegetation type can be described in general terms as Banksia and. Jarrah-

Banf..:sia woodland. This classification has been confinned by s1te survey, 

The PER prepared for the project addressed, among other matters: 

• from a general landscape perspective, the degree to which Banksia woodland is 

conserved in the CALM Wanneroo District (which contains the site), and 

• at a more detailed level, the extent to which Karrakatta Vegetation Complex 

Central and South is represented in System Six conservation reserves. 
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The PER concluded that there was more than 20,000 hectares of reserves within the 

CALM Wanneroo District specifically for the purpose of conservation of Banksia and 

associated woodland. Additionally, the PER identified at least seventeen areas of 

Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central a.r1d South in flfteen System Six reserves. TI1e 

reserves containing examples of Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and South totalled 

approximately 5,500 ha. 

However since the release of the PER, a more detailed assessment of the occurrence of 

Banks fa woodland and Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and South in Govemment 

reserves in the Metropolitan Area and southwest parts of the State has been conducted by 

the proponent. 

The first stage of the additional assessment determined the extent to which vegetation with 

similar general landscape values to that on the site, occms in conservation reserves in the 

(now extended) CALM Wanneroo District. This was achieved in consultation with CALM 

Officers who provided detailed plans and information regarding the distribution and areas 

of Banksia woodland in reserves. 

Tnis work conciuded that: 

• There are approximately 68,000 hectares of existing or propost'.d reserves which 

contain Banks fa woodland in the CALM Wanneroo District 

The second, more detailed stage of assessment examined the areas of Karrakatta 

Vegetation Complex Central and South in conservation and other reserves in the Perth 

Metropolitan and southern regions, using current aerial photography. 

The results of the survey are summarised as follows: 

Twenty three reserves totalling approximately !300 ha of Karrakaua Vegetation 

Complex Central and South occm in the Metropolitan Area. Seventeen of these 

are existing or proposed reserves for the pu_rpose of conservation, and support an 

area totalling approximately 780 hectares of Karrakatta Con1plex Central and 

South vegetation. The other six Metropolitan Reserves are vested for purposes 

other than conservation, and total approximately 530 hectares of the vegetation 

complex. 
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• Four conservation reserves located between Mandurah and Bunbury contain 

approximate! y 650 hectares of Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and South. 

• The total area of Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and South reserved in 

the Perth Metropolitan and southern regions is therefore approximately 1960 

hectares, based on the mapping available and the methodology utilised. 

This figure does not include examples of the vegetation type on land in private 

ownership. 

It is also noted t!Jat an environmental audit of the nm1hern corridor, carried out for CALM 

by the Semenuik Research Gronp in 1991, did not identify the site as an area of significant 

conservation value (DPUD, pers. comm., 1992). 

3. 2 The damplands in the north and southeast part of the land are 

valuable habitats and should be conserved as part of the public 

open space. 

Response: 

Through the process of ensuring that the PER document was suitable for public release, 

the EPA has agreed with the proponent that there are no areas of "wetland" and/or 

"dampland" on the site that are of a.ny particular conservation significance, compared with 

the multitude of wetlands in the area. 

1'-{onetheless, the proponent has inco1porated the '~dampland" remnant vegetation area that 

occurs in the southeast of the site into an area of public open space (PER Figure 12), The 

primary purpose for protecting this area was to ensure the protection of the remnant 

Jarrah-Banksia woodland rather than any remnant "dampland" characteristics of this 

portion of the site. 
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3. 3 The northern bushland section is part of a valuable corridor for 

birds which includes the Neerabup National Park and the Carramar 

Park Special Rural Zone. To protect the integrity of this corridor 

this bushland section of the !and should not be developed for smaii 

lot housing but rather a mixture of bushland public open space and 

special rural lots. 

Response: 

The tem1 "corridor" in the comment implies that the site forms part of the passageway 

between two significant bird habitats which will be severed when the development 

proceeds. 

Figure 8 of the PER presented the distribution of vegetation types within artd sunounding 

the site, being predominantly Banksia and Jarrah-Banksia woodland. This vegetation type 

extends for several kilometres to the north and north-west of the site before a transition to 

heath east of Neerabup Lake. The Banksia woodland vegetation type extends eastward to 

Pin jar Road. 

Even if the site was to be totally cleared, which it will not. an expansive area of bushland 

abutting both Neerabup National Park and Carramar Park would remain. 

In addition to the vegetation surrounding the site, it is proposed to retain a significant 

number of distinct areas of public open space within the development. Considering the 

mobility of the majority of bird species recorded from the area, it can reasonably be 

concluded that birds could use these areas as a "passageway" through the site, together 

wit1 the large area of bushla11d surrounding the site. 

3. 4 A recent biological su!'Vey of the Carramar Park area indicated that 

it contains more species of reptiles and land birds than does 

Neerabup and Yanchep National Parks, and Yellagonga Regional 

Park. The area should; therefore~ be conserved because oi this 

species richness. 
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Response: 

The proponent doubts the validity of the comment. No details have been provided of the 

survey~ nor of any other information critical to establish \Vhether L~e comparisons of data 

obtained were relevant. It may well be the case that the reptiles and birds of the National 

Parks are poorly recorded and documented. 

Nonetheless, the validity of the state-ment is highly improbable. 1'-~eerabup l"~ationai Parkr 

Yanchep National Park and the (proposed) Yellagonga Regional Park have areas of 

approximately 1135 ha ('NlRS), 2,780 ha and 1,500 ha (proposed) respectively, compared 

to only approximately 345 ha for the Carramar Special Rural area, including public open 

space. Using land areas as an indication of habitat availability, the statement is considered 

to be improbable. 

4 . Impact on Neerabup National Park. 

4.1 No consideration has been given to 

have on Neerabup National Park. 

the impact the development will 

The expected 24,000 to 28,000 

people will put unacceptable pressure on the Park causing further 

degradation of this important bushland. To avoid this impact the 

development should provide a large ai"ea of bushland for passive 

recreation as pa1·t of the public open space. 

Response: 

Bot1. tl1e proponent and State Govermnent (t.t'1rough lhe Department of Planning and Urban 

Development) recogoise that the expansion of the Perth Metropolitan Area will place added 

pressures on natural resources. This issue has been addressed through both the 

proponent's Development Pla.-1 for the site and the North-West Corridor Structure Plan for 

the region (DPUD, 1992). 

As detailed in the PER, to assist in the !!litigation of these additional pressw·es, the 

proponent intends to incorporate a significant number of public open space, many 

including considerable areas of bushland, into the development. These areas will be 
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actively managed to provide recreation, habitat and cultural amenity, and will assume a 

number of functional roles. 

The Department of Planning and Urban Development's 1992 North-West Corridor 

Structure Plan has recognised National Parks as a key element in the structure of the 

region, both as important conservation resources and as major components in the system 

of strategic open space for public use. 

To avoid over-utilisation of t~e resource, the structure plan proposes the following: 

$ to extend Yanchep National Park eastwards to include cu..-rrent State Forest lar1d, 

and in a south-west direction to incorporate Pipidinny Swamp. This will 

effe.ctively increase the total area of the Park by 2,455 ha. 

• to expand and consolidate the southern portion of Neerabup National Park to 

include all the land between Wanneroo Road and the Mitchell Freeway. This will 

add approximately 880 ha of land to the Park. 

*" to extend the Parks ~1.d Recreation reservation north of Romeo Road to provide a 

regional open space link between Neerabup andY anchep National Parks, adding 

a further 315ha to the regional open space system. Neerabnp Lake and 

approximately 315ha of land cast of Wanneroo Road, near the site, is also 

proposed to be added to the system. 

The expansion of National Parks and regional open space in the area, together with the 

proposed i500ha Yellagonga Regional Park to the sout.'1 west of the site, will ensure that 

sufficient areas \Vithin the Corridor exist to rnininlise degradation to these resources 

through human pressureso 
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5 . A nutrient management plan for the development. 

5.1 Concern was expressed that the development does not provide a 

detailed strategy to avoid the pollution of the g;oundwate~· and the 

downstream Lake Joondalup, the main pollution fear being 

increased nutrient levels. The development should maximise the 

retention of native vegetation by keeping the small lot subdivisions 

on cleared Iandy a nutrient irrigation and manageutent pian should 

be deveioped for the public grassed areas, and residents should be 

educated how to minimise fertiliser application rates. 

Response: 

The proponent reiterates the commitments made in the PER, sjlP.,cifically: 

"8.1 DetailedDesign 

2. The proponent will formulate the subdivision design to maximise the retention of 

existing vegetation as jar as is practical within public open space, schools, 

community centres and commercial areas, to the satisfaction of the Department of 

Planning and Urban Development and the City ofWanneroo. 

8.3 Post-Construction Phase. 

20. The proponent will request thatfoi/owing their establishment, the mana?,ement of 

grassed areas of public open space (which will be the responsibility of the City of 

lVanneroo) accommodate guidelines recently prepared by the Water Authority to 

protect the groundwater from nutrient contamination and to conserve water, to the 

satisfaction of the Water Authority. 

21. 1 n the course of the land transfer process, the proponent will advise the future 

managers of areas which support or could support native vegetation reserves, of the 

desirability of retaining natural vegetation aP.d t!w appropriate management strategies 

for these areas, to the satisfaction of the City ofWanneroo." 
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In addition to these measures, in 1993/94 the Water Authority of W A intend to instigate a 

comprehensive water quality monitoring program for major wetlands on the Gnangara 

Mound, which will include nutrient analysis and monitoring of water fluctuations in Lake 

Joondalup. 

Following discussions with the Environmental Protection Authority, the proponent has 

agreed to undertake a brief annual review of Water Authority data regarding water levels in 

Lakes Joondalup atJd Adfu-ns, and Water Authority nutrient levels in Lake Joondalup. A 

report of this review will be provided to relevant agencies. 

The proponent has also agreed to prepare a Remnant Vegetation Plan for the northern 

portion of the project area at the time of subdivision. The plan will detail a management 

program for remnant vegetation within the subdivision, determined in conjunction with the 

City ofWanneroo. 

6. Data inadequacies. 

6 .1 Some of the information used in PER is outdated and makes some 

of the predictions about, for example, the impact on the watertable, 

invalid. In particular, a recen! article abou! the flora of the area 

was not quoted - Ecoscape, November 1991. 

Response: 

The proponent's consultants assesseD all known, relevant and up-to-date data available to 

prepare the PER. Detailed consultations aJso occurred with Government Depart.rnents and 

other scientific personnel where considered necessary. 

With regard to an "Ecoscape November 1991 article", the proponent has recently 

determined that this comment refers to a report prepared by a consultant for the City of 

W anneroo. As such, the report remains the property of the City of W anneroo, and is not a 

public document 

The proponent considers that every effort has been made to utilise contemporary 

information in the preparation of the PER. 
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6. 2 Insufficient data was given about the flora and fauna surveys. Full 

details of the methodology should be given so that a full judgement 

about the adequacy of the surveys (<:an be made), If they were not 

carried out properly it could then be argued that rare flora and 

fauna could be on the site. 

Response: 

The proponent considers that the full survey methodologies, or literature sources where 

the full survey met.hodology could be found, were clearly referenced in the PER and does 

not intend to repeat them here. 

In terms of rare or endangered flora, Section 3.2.2.3 (Page 22) of the PER, "Rare and 

Endangered Flora," clearly details the methodology of the literature research and the site 

survey, and presents the results of the investigations. The likely impacts of the proposal 

are assessed in Section 5.2.1.3. 

In terms of fauna, the site was assessed using historical records, museum .records, limited 

site survey, and by discussion with the Department of Conservation and Land 

Management's Metropolitan Regional Office. Full results of the investigation, including 

Potential envlromnental 

impacts are given in Section 5.2.2. 

6. 3 Table 7, listing areas of remnant vegetation, is misleading because 

some of the areas listed · Bold Park and Kings Park - are severely 

degraded. Their inclusion c:reat.es the false sense that the 

vegetation types (Karrakatta Centra! and South) are well 

represented in conservation reserves. 

Response: 

Table 7 of the PER makes no reference to degradation levels in listed areas, and therefore 

cannot reasonably be considered as misleading. 

Please also refer to Response 3.1. 
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6. 4 The discussion of the protection of the vegetation type included 

reference to examples found on private land found within the 

region. It is misleading to include these examples because they aR"e 

not secure conservation reserves. 

Response: 

The PER ciearly states, following the listing of stands of Karrakatta Central and South 

Complex on private land referred to above, that: 

"The data presented above leads to the conclusion that although a large single coherent 

stand of Karrakatta Central and South vegetation complex will be cleared to enable the 

development to proceed, there are a number of other remnant stands of the vegetation type 

within the vicinity that are not affected by this proposal, and additionally some rerresented 

"h" "( f>A\ wlLln secure reserves page tn •1. 

The section precedmg this paragraph described the potential impact~ on the vegetation and 

flora from both regional and local perspectives, and referred to representations of 

vegetation in both private land, a11d in secure reserves which were System Six areas. 

Areas of private land were included to illustrate that the vegetation of the site is not unique 

in L,e areao The PER clearly stated that these areas existed ili'l.d would not be affected by 

this proposaL 

6. 5 There are numerous lime kilns closer to the land than the one in 

Neerabup Park (page 37). Those on Flynn Drive are closer and 

well preserved. (reference given). 

Response: 

The comment relates to unlisted or unregistered sites of European heritage near the 

proposed development The proponent is uncert.ain as to the relevance of the lime kilns to 

which reference is made. No lime kilns or other sites of European heritage will be 

disturbed by the proposed development. 
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6. 6 The landform on the land is not all Spearwood as claimed. Lot 2 is 

transitional to the Bassendean Dune System (reference Geological 

Survey and Environmental Geology maps). 

Response: 

The Department of Conservation and Environment (1980) mapping referred to in the PER 

was conducted at a regional scale of 1:250,000. At a more refined scale of 1:50,000, 

Gozzard (1982) identifies the entire development site, including all of Lot 2, as contained 

within the S7 land unit, corresponding to sand derived from Tamala Limestone. The 

geo1norphological classification of the site is Ect: degraded surface of eolian origin~ 

Spearwood Dunes. 

Reference: Gozzard, J.R. (1982). Muchea Sheet 2034 I and part Sheet 2134 IV, Perth 

Metropolitan Region, Environmental Geology Series, Geological Survey of Western 

Australia. (Copy supplied to the Environmental Protection Authority). 

Loss of remnant bushland in the 1\1etropolitan area_ 

7 ~ 1 Concern was expressed about the continued growth of the Perth 

Metropolitan area, and the loss oi native bushland. Small lot 

development in the corridor should avoid areas of native bushland. 

instead, such areas should be developed for special rural zones. 

This proposal should be amended to be consistent with this 

approach. 

Response~ 

The PER did not, and could not be expected to, address or comment on the continued 

growth of the Perth Metropolitan Area. 

The proponent's plan conforms with the North-West Corridor Structure Plan, which is the 

strategic planning document for the development corridor prescribed by METROPLAN, 

which is the State Government's strategic plan for the Perth Metropolitan Region. 

Concern regarding the pattern of growth of the region has no direct relevance to the PER, 
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but to the strategic planning decisions previously made in the formulation of 

METROPLAN and the North-West Corridor Structure Plan. Each of these plans were 

formulated after detailed consultations and were subject to extensive public submission 

periods. 

8 , Impact on the Gnangara Mound. 

8.1 The proposal is likely to degrade the quality of water in the 

Gnangara Mound, which is an important source of both public and 

private water. 

Response: 

There is no evidence to suggest the proposal would affect the quality of water in the 

Gnangara Mound. The development will utilise a reticulated sewage system. 

Management commitments presented in the PER, and reiterated in Response 5.1, will 

ensure that groundwater resources are protected. 

The CSIRO Division of Water Resources has measured water quality criteria beneath the 

Subiaco/Shcnton Park and r--.Jcdlands/Dalkelt.~ areas, where urban development began 

more than seventy years ago. The CSJRO study area is sewered (similar to the proposal), 

with shallow stratigraphy and superficial sediments comparable to tbose which occur at the 

project site. This is an important aspect, as ali residences and community facilities 

proposed within the development will be connected to reticulated sewerage. 

In brief, groundwater quality underlying Subiaco/Shenton Park and Nerllands/Dalkeith 

was well within accepted water quality criteria for dri .. flking water quality, published by the 

National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) and Australian Water 

Resources Council (A WRC) and used as guidelines by the Water Autbority ofWA. 

in eitber local groundwater or water from tbe Gna.'lgara Mound becoming unsuitable as a 

public or private water source. 
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8.2 One of the findings of a 1986 Water Authority study of the use of 

the water from the Gnangara Mound was that the impacts of long 

term extraction of groundwater were unknown. This conclusion 

was arrived at based on the then proposed extent of urbanisation 

within the North-West corridor. Urbanisation on this land was not 

proposed at that time. It is likely, therefore, that this development 

will put further pressure on the mound as more water will be 

required to service the area. Wetlands and native bushland that are 

supported by the mound are likely to be further threatened. 

It should be recognised that the Gnangara Mound is a groundwater resource covering 

2,200 km2, containing approximately 19,500 x I 06 m3 of groundwater in storage. It is 

not a small, local resource rest.icted to land in the vicinity of the site, nor is it dependent 

upon the land use of the site for it's water quality. In fact, the total area of the site is less 

than 0.4 of one percent of the area of the Mound. 

METROPLAN estimated that Peru'l's population will grow by nearly one million people 

over the next 30 years, thereby creating a demand for 400,000 new homes. Up to 80,000 

dwellings can be provided ln established suburbs, however the remaining 320~000 

dwellings will need to be provide.d in new urban areas. 

The North-\Vest Corridor will continue to be a major urban growth area, and will 

contribute a significant number of dwellings. Indeed, the North-West Corridor Structure 

Plan (DPUD,1992) anticipated that approximately 40,000 new dwellings may be 

established in Category AJ expansion areas aJone within tl1e cou.idot (those areas xnost 

likely to be urbanised in the nonnal course of development within the next five to ten 

years). Urban development east ofWanneroo Road, is expected to extend from Hepburn 

Avenue northwards to Flynn Drive, accommodating approximately 23,000 dwellings by 

the year 2021. Most of this expansion will occur over the Gnangara Mound. 

Regardless of whether the subject land is urbanised, further groundwater abstraction will 

be required from groundwater resources to supply the expanding population. However, 

two important factors must be noted in relation to these reserves and their management. 
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Firstly, the PER has predicted, using information provided by the Water Authority, that 

groundwater levels beneath the site may potentially display a nett rise of 0.4 metres due to 

the current and other proposals for urbanisation in the locality. The nett increase offers the 

opportunity for greater abstraction to service the area, thus partially offsetting extraction 

requirements for the region. 

Secondly, the Water Authority has demonstrated a pro-active role in the management and 

maintenance of ecosystems, to avoid over-abstraction and the degradation of wetlands and 

native bushland over the Mound. The 1986 Environmental Review and Management 

Program (ERMP) for the Gnangara Mound groundwater resources identified the 

formulation of a sustainable management plan to cater for the predicted population growth 

of the North-West Corridor as a primary objective. Page 1 of the summary of the ERMP 

states: 

"A major consideration in the management of groundwater resources is the maintenance of 

wetlands. Groundwater usage must be managed to ensure that important wetlands are not 

significantly affected." 

and in t~e Environrncntal 1'v1ai1agement Cmnnlitinents 

:'Appropriate nzanagernent is required so that these resources (the Gnangara Mound in the 

North-West Corridor) can be developed whilst avoiding effects such as: 

• over exploiting the resource 

• degradation of water quality 

• lowering of lake levels and degradation of native flora and 

# fauna, and 

'jO salt water intrusion and 

• these factors were also emphasised in the Perth Urban Water 

• Balance Study, published by the Water Authority inl987." 

It is therefore clear t.;at t.1.c \Vater Authority is aware of ils responsibilities as the manager 

of the resource, and is additionally bound by legislation such as the Environmental 

Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Groundwater, Wetlands and Associated Ecosystems) 

Policy 1990 to protect these ecosystems, under the Environmental Protection Act, 1986. 
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9. Unsuitable growth of the Perth metropolitan area. 

9, 1 The continued expansion of the Perth Metropolitan arel! is seen as 

environmentally unsustainable. 

Response: 

The proponent is committed to environmentally sensitive design and mruAagement. to 

ensure that the proposed urbanisation will be environmentally acceptable. It is also 

acknowledged that the final judgement rests with the EPA and the Minister for the 

Environment, following comments from members of the public. 

The proponent also supports the current environment assessment process which requires 

proposals contributing to the urban expansion of the Perth Metropolitan Area to be 

assessed on their merits. 

Part B 

3. 0 Wanneroo Council, at its April 29, 1992 meeting resolved to advise 

the EPA that they do not consider that the noise issue in relation to 

the motor sports area and its impact on the proposed urban area, 

had been adequately addressed in the PER, and that this matter 

should require further investigation by the Authority. 

No other matters were raised in respect of the Public 

Environmental Rcvie\v. 

Response: 

Based on Lhe correspondence from the City of Wanneroo to the EPA (Appendix B), it is 

unclear which aspect of the noise assessment regaiding motor sport in the area Council 

considers inadequate. However, the proponent has investigated noise emissions from the 

Wanneroo Park Raceway further, and offers the following additional information. 
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The PER reported sound levels data from the Wanneroo Park circuit recorded in 1989. At 

this time, noise levels near the track from each vehicle were estimated to be in the range of 

I HH20 dB(A). 

Since that time, the Confederation of Australian Motor Sports (CAMS), which represents 

all car clubs nationally (including Wanneroo), has passed a resolution stating that the 

maximum permissible noise from all "flat track" racing vehicles is 95 dB(A), and 

additionally that all vehic1es must be fitted wit~ noise suppression devices. 

Sound pressure levels are now measured on the "straight" of the track, approximately lOrn 

from the edge, by scrutineers using sound measuring equipment supplied by the CAMS 

Perth office. If the noise emissions of any vehicle exceeds 95 dB(A), it is given a "black 

flag", forcing it to enter the pits area. If the vehicle cannot subsequently comply with the 

noise level limit of 95 dB(A), it is refused permission to re-enter the track. The 

enforcement of this regulation has been confirmed by the W A Sporting Car Club, which 

uses the W anneroo facility. 

Consequently, vehicles using the Wanneroo circuit have achieved a 15-25 dB(A) reduction 

in noise emission levels from their cars. To determine the effect of this noise reduction on 

the proposed development, the proponent commissioned specialist noise and vibration 

consultants to re-assess predicted noise levels within the site, and additionally to dete1mine 

whether a 2.5 metre high brick perimeter wall along the Flynn Drive boundary of the 

subdivision ·would have sit;uificant sound attenuation affects, or if a wall was necessary at 

all. 

A summary of results for 20 vehicles operating simultaneously at approximately 95 

dB(A), and a compar-ison wiLl;. those results produced in the PER for 1989 data from sites 

adjacent to Flynn Drive, is presented in Table i below. 

Predicted noise levels for another four locations within the site were calculated, however 

as these locations were at a greater distance from the source and up to 7 dB(A) !ower t.IJ.a11 

t.'iose on Flynn Drive, the resuits are not include.d here. 
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Table 1 

Sound levels predicted and recorded for sites adjacent to Flynn Drive 

(dB(A)) 

1--~~ Measuring Station 

Ll L 

I PER data recorded in 1989: 

Predicted level with vehicle noise reduction: 

Predicted level with vehicle noise reduction 

and perimeter wall: 

Predicted overall noise reduction: 

40-48 

27 

27 

13-21 

35-44 

24 

24 

11-20 

Table 1 demonstrates that the implementation and enforcement of the CAMS resolution has 

reduced the predicted noise at the Flynn Drive boundary of the subdivision by 11-21 

dB(A) compared to previously measured levels, resulting in noise levels of between 24 

and 27 dB(A). The assessment of predicted noise levels also indicate that a 2.5 metre high 

brick perimeter fence along Flynn Drive would not be effective in further reducing noise 

levels. 

With the noise emissions levels for vehicles set at a maximum of 95 dB(A), noise 

generated from the Wanneroo Circuit with up to 20 race cars in operation will be below 

background noise recorded on the site, and will therefore be inaudible. It is acknow !edged 

that background noise will vary at the site depending on the time of day, however it is 

unlikely they will fall below 30 dB( A) (residential background noise levels are typically 

35-50 ifR(A)) during tl].e daytime, when raci11g is cauied out. 

It is further anticipated that the large reduction in noise levels achieved for the W anneroo 

Circuit will have a significant effect on any short-term cumulative noise levels which may 

occur in the event of simultaneous racing in the area. 
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APPENDIX B 

Correspondence to the EPA from the City oi Wanner~oo 
Dated 8th May, 1992 





City of Wanneroo 

OUR REF 790-606 

YOUR RFF 

The Chairman 

DATE 8 May 1992 

ENQUIRIES Mr R w Zagwock1 
Town P1 anni ng 

AOM!NlSTRATION CENTRE, 
BOAS AVENUE. 
JOONDALUP 
WfiHE~N AUSTMUA. 

HLE•><ONE: 109)406 0333 
~ACSIMJLE: (09) 300 1383 

Environmental Protection Authority 
8th Floor ENVIRDN~i£N1 Al PROTECTION AUTHORITY 
"Westralia Square" 
38 Mounts Bay Road 
PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: Gary Middle 

Dear Sir 

EAST JOONDALUP URBAN DEVELOPMENT NEERABUP (ASSESSMENT NO 344) 

I refer to your correspondence dated i 8 Febru~ry 1992 in regard to the 
Public Environmental Review for the abovementioned project and advise 
that Council considered this matter at its April meeting on 29 April 
1992. 

At that meeting, the Council resolved to advise the Authority that they 
do not consider that the no1se 1ssue ln reiation to the motor sports 
area and its impact on the proposed urban area, has been adequote 1 y 
addressed in the Public Environmental Review and that this matter should 
require further investigation by the Authority. 

No other matters were raised in respect of the Public Environmental 
Review. 

Yours faithfully _ / / 
~ _./}. / ' ; _~fcj...,-/ 

ti-P _ I erV!tL 
~ F COl':/E~ 

Town ~rk 

RWZ:DT 

G,. \L .. \L 
l'/\ . y 

J 

~\).AS',-""'~;>-.. 
All Cr:.mmunic!tions to be addre~;sad 1o !he Town Clerk 

~----~~~--~~~~~- ~~~------------------
POSi OrFICE BOX 21. WANNEROQ, WEST.EAN AUSTRAliA, 6065 

MADE FROM 5Clif, RECYCLED MATERIAL 



Appendix 3 

The Authority's advice to the Department of Planning and Urban 
Development on the regional roads issues during the review of the 

draft North-West Corridor Structure Plan, 1991 
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Deparunent of Planning and Urban Development 
469-489 Wellington Street 
PERTH WA 6000 

A nENTION: Roger Hill 

Your ref: 

Our ref: 

Enquiries: 

802!2/l/8 PT 3 
39/91 PT 1 
Mr Garry Middle 

EASTERN PERIMETER ARTERIAL ROAD WORKING GROUP • THE 
FINAL RECOMMENDATION 

At the last meeting of this group the various options for this road were discussed, 
and there was a qualified agreement that option C would be supponed. The officer 
representing the Authority at that meeting, Mr Garry Middle, indicated that he could 
not give the Authority's unqualified suppon for that option. I would !ike to fom1aliy 
reiterate that view. 

While it is possible that Option C could be made environmentally acceptable, there 
are still some outstanding issues that need to be addressed, including: 

• The alignment of the road near Little Mariginiup Lake should be altered so as 
not to pass through the wetland and its buffer area. This wetland is pan of the 
System 6 M8 suite of wetlands, and is also protected under the Authority's 
draft Wetland Environmental Protection Policy. · 

·The nonbern section of the road which is shown as passing through State 
Forest and the Water Authority of Westem Australia Priority One Source Area 
should be relocated away from this area. The Authority does not support 
additional major roads across Priority One Source Areas. 

* Stonnwater drainage off the road should,be managed so as not to go directly 
into any wetlands. This issue can be dealt with at tl1e detailed planning level. 

If these issues are addressed at the appropriate level of planning, the Authority could 
give its support to the preferred option C. 

Yours sincerely 

~&:Yl-) s~r12 
. I R An ~1nna. 

- ..• - ~·ppv ( 

DIRECTOR '-L 
EVALUATIONS DIVJSION 
23 October 1991 
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= 
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Western Austral 
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Department of Planning and Urban Development 
469-489 Wellington Street 
PERTH WA 6000 

ATTENTION: Mr R Stokes 

Your ref: 

Our ref: 

Enquiries: 

NORTH-WEST CORRIDOR STRUCTURE PLAN 

39;91 
Mr Garry Middle 

Introduction - the Environmental Protection Authority's strategy in 
considering the environmental issues raised by the North '\Vest 
Corridor Structure Plan 

There are a number of environmental issues that arise from the North West Corridor 
Structure Plan, and the Authority has decided to adopt a three tiered approach in 
considering these issues. The first tier involves providing comments and advice that 
will form the framework for more detailed consideration of the issues at the other 
tiers. 11-J.s letter contaiiiS ulose con1rnents and that advice, and will be made 
available to the public. 

The second level will apply during the various Amendments to the MRS that will be 
necessary to implement the Plan. The Authority will consider each Amendment on 
irs merits, setting the level of assessment appropriate to the environmental issues 
raised. However, should an Amendment propose a significant changes to a System 
6 areas that Amenciment would require fom1al assessment. NotwiL1stai1ding any 
changes to System 6 areas t~at normally may be orooosed during Amendments to 
the MRS. the final version of the Structure Plan should be consistent with the 
existing Svstem 6 recommendations. 

The final level \viii apply to specific developments likely to have significant 
environmental impacts, Detailed consideration of the environmental issues will be 
made at the development stage. Such proposals include: 

• roads through National Parks; 

• specific developments within System 6 area; 

• the aerodrome; a..'ld 

• marinas. 

Environ menial 
Protection Authority 

I Mount $1f"P1 Pt>!lh 

Wf'<.l!'ln Au~tral•a tiOOO 
,,~ t091 nz :cooo 



The environmental issues ~ a sum1nary 

As you are aware, the Authority has been considering its response to this Structure 
Plan for some time, and there have already been sevcr.U discussions between 
officers of your Depanment and the Authority. Further, there have been two 
working groups/committees that have been addressing specific issues related to the 
Plan, with officers from the AuU10rity providing advice on environmental issues. 

The eastern perimeter arterial road was one issue resolved through a working group, 
and a letter from the Deparnnent dated 14 November 1991 confirms that this issue 
has been resolved to our satisfaction. 

The remaining environmental issues are of two types: 

• issues related to Sysien1 6 areas; and 

• other issues with likely significant environmental impacts. 

System 6 areas 

General comments 

It is recognised that in some cases the areas recommended by the System 6 repon are not 
clearly defmed. It is likely, therefore, that the final boundary of these areas will need 
minor modifications, subject to on-going discussions with the Authority, and 
consideration of local factors, including topography. Funher, not all System 6 
recommendations require that land be purchased and reserved, and avenues exist to retain 
land in private ownership and still be consistent with System 6 recommendations. 
However, the general principles of Part I of the System 6 repon were accepted by Cabinet 
in 1984. Cabinet also approved the progressive implementation, as far as possible, of the 
detailed reconmJendations in Pan II of the Repon. 

The Structure Plan, therefore, should be consistent with Cabinet's decision, and address 
tbe System 6 recommendations applicable to the region. The comments below relate to 
how the Structure Plan should be arnended to be consistent \\lith the System 6 principles. 

1. M 1 - Tv;c Rock~ op?n sprrcr: 

There is no specific recommendation regarding management of this land other than one 
suggesting that final land uses be subject to land use decisions to the nonh. 

The 1 977 version of the North West Corridor Structure Plan proposed that an area be set 
aside as Parks and Recre~tion to act as a buffer between the industrial area proposed at 
Wiibinga and the northern extent of urbanisation. The Systen1 6 report, released in 1983, 
recommended that this area become a Regional Park. Such parks should "provide for a 
range of outdoor recreation activities within a largely natural setting". This a.rea also 
contains vegetation of high conservation value, some panicu!arly sensitive to disturbance. 

[ understand that the main reason that M 1 was not included in the 1991 version of the 
Structure Plan was because U1e Government no longer desires to place industry in the 
Wilbinga area, and there in now no need for a buffer zone. However, Ml was included 
as a System 6 recommendation because it provides a regionally significant areas of open 
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' space. The need for this Regional Park still exits, and the Structure Pian should reflect 

this. Any proposed changes to Ml must take into account the environmental values of the 
region, and will require formal assessment by the Authority. 

To be consistent with S vstem 6, the final version of this Structure Plan should show the 
area known as Ml as Parks and Open Space. 

2. M2- Coastal strip from Two Rocks to Bums Beach 

Currently, your Depanment is carrying out a study of the coastal area from Bums Beach 
to Jindalee. One of the aims of this study is to better define the coastal reserve to fit with 
existing topography. The boundary of M2 as defined in the System 6 report is based on 
cadastral features. A more rational definition of this boundary could be found acceptable, 
and the Bums Beach to Jindalee study should be extended up the coast to the edge of the 
Metropolitan Region Boundary. 

The Structure Plan needs to demonstrate how the proposal for a coastal reserve is 
consistent with the recommendations contained in the System 6 report. 

3, M3 ~nrl M4- Yanchep National Park 

There are three issues related to this area that need resolution: 

(i) The alignment of Mitchell Freeway in relation to the Park; 

(ii) TI1e size and management of new access road; and 

(iii) The proposed north-western additions to the Park. 

The current alignment of the Mitchell Freeway through the western "arm" of the Park is 
not supported. Any proposal for a road through the Park, or an upgrading of an existing 
road, would be subject to assessment under Part IV of t.~e Environn1ental Protection Act. 

The Structure Plan has not included as pruposed extensions to the Park the land to the 
north west of the existing Plli'k recomrnended in the System 6 report for inclusion. It is 
still the Authority's view that this land should become pan of the Park, and should be 
shown as such in the final Plan. Any proposed changes to the Park will require formal 
assessment. 

The upgrading ofYanchep Beach Road Lhrough the Park will need careful planning. 
Discussions should be held between the National Park and Nature Conservation 
Authority and the Authority to determine how best to manage this road. 

4. M 6- Neerohun National Park 

The creation of the continuous •I green" strip including Neerabup National Park and 
extending up to Yanchep National Park is supported. The additional land set aside for 
Regional Open Space provides the opportunity to focus active recreation for the region 
and away from the environmentally sensitive areas of Neerabup National Park. However, 
there are a number of other issues that are of concern and may need addressing through 
fom1al assessment under Pan IV of the Environmental Protection Act 
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Firstly the proposed building of new roads through the Park, and the re-alignment of 
Romeo Road, are environmentally unacceptable. Tne planning of the areas both east and 
west of Neerabup National Park should .!:!ill be done on the expectation of access through 
the Park. 

The second issue relates the freeway/rapid transit corridor on the west side of the Park. 
The AuthnMn, ril""<Do<' nn.t .......... 0 .............. .r .. ...-th.,. ... ! ............. ,...;: th"" n., ... t ... r: ...... r '"!." ~a .... :tl·t·· Ho···eve- : .. .o._ l •'--\ ~IIV.I.HJ U\.J\...oo.l J Vl .;)U}'}' II,. UIIJ JUJU I,.J_ JVi);, VJ. Ul .... J._UJ.l\. J.V U! .:'J .l '"-'H Y• _ W _l, ll 

does recognise that the freeway/rapid transit system could form a useful barrier between 
the residential areas and the Park. 

5. Western Ann of M6 

A marina in a System 6 area is not generally supported, however, should one be 
proposed for this site it would require formal assessment under Part IV of the 
Environmental Protection Act. TI1e likelihood of approval is made more difficult because 
a Regional Park is proposed for the land surrounding this site, and there are two other 
marinas within a reasonable distance. 

The other proposals for this area- a golf course, tourist facility, water treatment plant and 
the rehabilitated tip site- would have to be implemented in a manner consistent with the 
Regional Park concept otherwise they would require formal assessment under Part IV of 
the Environmental Protection Act 

6. M7 -Lakes Joondalup and Goollelal 

This matter is currently being addressed through the formation of the Yellagonga 
Regional Park. 

M8 - Wanneroo wetlands 

The formation of a Landscape Protection Zone, along \Vith selective purchase of the rnost 
significant wetlands, is supported. Tnis would provide the basis for a significant 
Regional Park using both private and public land. It is important that the final report 
addresses the issues related to the formation of that Park, including possible lartd-use 
controls applicable for new developments. Such controls should be aimed at providing 
adequate buffers, controlling nutrient loss to the groundwater and water balance 
considerations. 

The Authority acknowledges that some of the wetla.nds identified as part of l\18 may not 
now be appropriate for inclusion in the Regional Park. They may be severely degraded 
due to a combination of vegetation loss and a severely lowered local watertablc. A full 
assessment of the wetlands of the area should be carried, leading to recommendations on 
which wetlands could be considered for exclusion form the Park. Any exclusion would 
need approval from the Authority. 
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0 th!'r environmental issues 

1. Transport planning 

A significant environmental issue facing society is the need to reduce the level of vehicle 
emissions, including greenhouse gases, lead, gases causing photochemical smog, and 
other pollutants. 

Recent figures indicate that the City's air qualii:y has reached, if not exceeded, its 
assimilative capacity. For the last five years levels of atmospheric lead have been above 
that recommended by the World Health Organisation for prolonged periods of time. In 
February this year ozone levels were recorded at Caversham 1.75 times above the 
recommended limits. 

A growing Perth metrofX)litan area shouid be planned so as to n1ake efficient use of 
energy, aimed particularly at the use of motor vehicles. Initiatives that are supported 
include: 

• the move to higher density developments; 

• the provision of adequate local public transport infrastructure that links residential areas 
to regional facilities, including employment centres; 

• creating greater employment wiLhin the region; ar1d 

• providing cycleways in conjunction with major transport routes so as to encourage the 
use of cycles for commuting. 

2. The proposed w·ater treatment plants 

Adequate buffers should be provided around these facilities to protect residents from both 
odours w1.d chlorine associated risks. The recommended distance is 1 km. 

3. Basic Raw M"terials 7one 

The Portland Cement quicklime project at Nowergup, located in the proposed Basic Raw 
material Zone, and associated Consultative Environmental Review report, should be used 
to guide development of extractive industries wiLIJin this Zone. 

The final use of this land for urban purposes is supported provided Lhat the environmental 
integrity of Lake Nowergup is protected, and adequate buffers a.re provided from the 
horticulture area to the north and the industrial area to the south. Further, urbanisation 
within the area should not be used as a reason to provide east-west access through· 
Neerabup National Park. 

4. Aerodromes 

Given what is being proposed for the region in the Structure Plan, it may be difficult to 
find a location for an aerodrome. Adequate buffers from residential areas are required, 
and the aerodrome should not be located on environmentally sensitive areas, including 
priority one groundwater areas. 
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If the need for an aerodrome can be demonstrated, its location should be proposed at this ' • 
time so that planning of the land nearby can be adjusted accordingly. Formal assessment 
would also be required by the Authority. 

5. Tonkin Highway 

The construction of any new road across the Priority One Gnangara Groundwater Mound 
management area is environmentally unacceptable. Around 35% of all the water supplied 
by the Water Authority comes from underground water, mostly from priority one 
groundwater areas. The quality of water from priority one sources is currently near 
pristine, requiring minimal treatment. Placing roads across these areas threatens the 
quality of that water. 

Drainage off roads carries pollutants, including hyd.iocarbons, benzene derivatives and 
lead, down through the sand into the the unconfined aquifer. These pollutants can cause 
health problems if found in sufficiently high concentrations in drinking water. Further, 
L1ere is L1e added da11ger of transportation spills from a whoie variety of toxic substances 
being carried on trucks using the road. 

6. Industrial buffers 

Mention should be made of the need for appropriate buffers to separate the proposed 
industrial areas from the nearby residential areas. In general, the guidelines set by the 
Victorian Environmental Protection Authority as published in Publication No. AQ2/86 are 
applied in Western Australia (copy attached). 

7. Horticulture 

This is an important land use within the region, but expansion of that activity in Lhe 
catc!unent of Lake Nowergup would likely have an deleterious impact on that wetland and 
would be opposed by the Authority. 

8. Lake Neembup 

The inclusion of this imoortant wetland as Parks a.nd Recreation is sutroorte(t 
.!. J..... ----

9. Marina at the Alkimos wastewater treatment ulant outlet 

Such a proposal would likely require assessment under Part IV of the Environmental 
Protection Act. 

10, Re~;ional drainage 

The need to dispose of drainage water from the area east of Wanneroo Road to the ocean 
is not justified. On-site drainage disposal should be provide using the concepts of water 
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sensitive urban design. Resuiction on vegetation clearing in the Landscape Protection 
Zone would also minimise the need for off-site drainage. 

II. Waste disposal 

The current tip site at Tama!a Park may not last the life of this plan. Alternatives for 
rubbish disposal need to be canvassed, and, if a site is required within the region, options 
for its location should be discussed. 

It is also possible that some land near the tip site might be unsuitable for urbanisation 
while the tip is still operational. The Department of Health is ctLrrently developing 
guidelines for buffers a.round \vaste disposal sites, afld pla'1ning for the area around 
Tamala Park would need to be consistent with that policy. 

12. Management of residential areas abutting the transport system (freeway and rail), 
National Parks and regional open space areas 

Your Department is currently formulating a policy regarding noise buffers for major roads 
and the need for such buffers should be made clear in the report. 

The practice of not having residential lots abutting National Parks and Regional Open 
space should be continued in the corridor. 

The above comments are offered as the first level of advice from the Authority. The 
va...rious issues raised \Vill require ongoing consultation between officers of both i\.gencics 
so that any concerns are resolved satisfactorily. Should you require further infom1ation 
on any of the above issues please contact Mr Garry Middle on 222 7103. 

Finally, this advice will be made available to the public, with copies sent to the various 
groups who have shown an interest in this matter-during the time the Authority has been 
considering the Structure Plan. 

Yours sincerely 

'" . /Z{\t) 
RA D Sippe 
DIRECIDR 
EVALUATION DIVISION 
16 December 1991 

c_~c-.-.. r· tv r w _,L ... o_ . a..n.neroo 
Quinns Rock Environmental Research Group 
Conservation Council of Western Australia Cine) 
Wanneroo Rural Federation (Inc) · · 
Jackie Watkins, MLA 
L. C. Hawkins 
Coaiition for Wa!lneroo's Environment 

enc 
NWCor Advice 1 DPUD 1291 GMI 
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Appendix 4 

Proponents' commitments 

The proponents undenake to comply with each of the commitments which are rnade in this 

document to the satisfaction of L>,e relevant statutory authority. it is to be noted that the present 

proposal is for rezoning rather than for sutxlivision and that the present proponents will not be 

the owners of future development lots created by the Development Plan, or the proponents for all 

subsequent development work. 

This requires accommodation and ackrl0wledgn1ent by the relevant regulatory authorities in the 

course of pro,cessing this proposal. This section of the report reiterates and enumerates 

individual commitments which have been made within this Public Environmental Review 

document. 

8. 1 Detailed Design 

l. The proponent will accormnodate environmental management objectives listed below in 

the following commitments within the forthcoming subdivision design to the greatest 

practical extent, to the satisfaction of the Department of Planning and Urban 

Development and the City of Wanneroc. 

The proponent will formulate. the subdivision design to maximise the retention 

existing native vegetation as far as is practical within public open space. schools. 

community centres and commercial areas, to the satisfaction of the Departn1ent of 

Planning and Urban Development and the City of Wanneroo. 

The proponent wiLl incorporate to the greatest practic:d extent, recent nt>'""' principles 

\Vater conservation reponed by [he w·estem Australian Water Resources 

(\VA \VRC, l9S\)), to the satisfaction of the \Vater AuLljority a_nd t.he of \V a.rmerocL 

The nrooonent wlU desi!!n stormwarer handlmg and disoosal facilities durin£ fJ;e ' ' ,__ ~ ' '--

detJ.Jl.ed engineering design phase of the project, in accordance with currem regulatory 

design specifications and to the satisfaction of the. City of 'Nanneroo< ;\ll stom1warer 

l .• l! L-~ ri:'ISQO<e-4 nf nn~<:.jtP n<.:ihu r'U·IT"D' (i""o;:_;,,D "~~p-u~·.·~'JLJPS W , !Jtv u .. , ~--' ,u ~'~ ~_.. ... •~- ~-'"-~::• ,._ '""' d ·"•·''Sl ay_ l >11...- ..._.,-



5. Should groundwater abstraction within the project area be proposed by the proponent. 

abstraction will be designed and carried out to the satisfaction of the Water Authority. 

6. The proponent will accommodate the protection of the Aboriginal mythological honey 

possum site by the retention of approximately 4 ha of land as public open space, and L~e 

retention of all native vegetation within this area, to the satisfaction of the Department of 

Planning and Urban Development and the City of Wanneroo. 

8. 2 Construction Phase 

The proponent will achieve effective noise and dust control during the construction phase of the 

project. to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority, as follows: 

7. The operation of heavy machinery wil! be restricted to between 0630 and 1830 hours or 

in accordance with Local Authority regulations and all vehicles will be fitted with noise 

suppressing devices which will comply with standard vehicle emission and noise 

regulations. 

8. Compliance with appropriate EPA Dust Guidelines for the development sites wit! be 

ensured by th.e adoption of appropriate site \VOrks procedure:;, 

9. Preparatory vehicle access roads will be watered during operation. 

10. Disturbed areas will be covered with top soil. and in the event that nuisance conditions 

arise, rhe areas wil! be stJbiliseD. 

proponent will 

satisfa.ction rhe City of \Vanneroo. as follows: 

ll. The disposal of cleared vegetation by methods other than burning will be utilised to the 

practical exte.nL 

\Vherever possible. any burning that must be carried out will L\C conducted 

favourable meteorological conditions. 



'l 1 _,. Non-vegetative material will not be burnt or used to promote burning. 

TI1e proponent will carry out fuel management during the construction phase of the project, to 

t11e satisfaction of tbe Water Authority, as follows: 

14. Any fuel storage vessel which is utilized on-site will be located within an area which is 

sealed with a continuous double-thickness polythene sheet covered with soil. of 

sufficient volume to contain any spill which may occur during refuelling. 

l5, In tie event that a fuel spillage occurs outside the compound, the contaminated soil will 

be immediately removed for disposal in an approved manner. 

The proponent wili manage heavy vehicle traffic during the construction phase of the project. to 

the satisfaction of the City of Wanneroo, as follows: 

16. Heavy vehicle m_ovements will be restricted to bet\veen 0630 and 1830 hours or in 

accordance with Local AuthoritY regulations. Mondav to SaturdaY. Vehicles will be 
•• '- ,! • 

restricted to the major roads where possible. 

The proponent will accorrm1odate die back protection procedures during the construction phase of 

the project, to the satisfaction of L~e Environmental Protection Authority, as follows: 

1 f 
i j' [n the event that dieback is detected. a detailed die back hygiene suategy will be deflned 

to Iimir the risk of spread within or beyond the site. in the event that flU is required, it 

wiU not be in1poned fP0iT1 dieback inJected areas. 

1 X Public safety will. be recognised by the resrriction of access to Lhe developrnent site 

during the construction phase and erection of appropriate \Varning: sr~ns. 

19 proponent wil! optimise. revegetarion ~;uccess by the recovery and 

top sod during ~ite preparJtion works, to the g:reatesc practical extent, ro the satisfaction 

of the C'ity of \\lanneroo 



8. 3 Post-Construct ion Phase 

20. The proponent will request that following their establishment, the management of 

grassed areas of public open space (which will be the responsibility of r.he City of 

Wanneroo) accommodate guidelines recently prepared by the Wafer Authority to protect 

the groundwater from nutrient contamination and to conserve water. to the satisfaction 

of the Water Authority. 

21. In the course of the land transfer process. the proponent will advise the future managers 

of areas which support or could support native vegetation reserves. of the desirability of 

reta.ining natural vegetation and the appropriate management strategies for these areas. 

to LI-te satisfaction of the City of Wanneroo. 

8.4 Additional Commitments 
l. The proponents will undertake a review of Water Authority of Western Australia's data 
regarding water levels in Lakes Joondalup and Adan1s, and \Vater Authority of Western 
Australia's nutrient levels in Lake Joondalup. This review will then be reported to the relevant 
agencies including the Environmental Protection Authority. 

2, The proponems will prepare a Remnam Vegetation Plan for the northern portion of the 
project area at the tin1e of subdivision. The pJan will detail a m:magen1ent program t\Jr renwanr 
vegetation \Virhin the subdivision, detennined ln conjunction with the City of \Vanneroo. 
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East of Joondalup PER- Propone!lts Response Page No, 1 

EAST OF JOONDALUP URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

Proponents Response to Issues and Questions Raised 

During the PER Public Review Period 

This document forms the proponent's (Homeswest, Yatala Nominees Pty Ltd, aJld t.IJe 

R&I Bank) principal responses to submissions regarding the Public Environmental 

Review (PER) for the proposed East of Joondalup Urban Development Project, Swan 

Location 2579 Clarkson Avenue and Lots 1 and 2 Flyrrr1 Drive, Neerabup. 

The document is presented in two parts: 

Part A 

• Responses to the issues and comments within public submissions upon the PER 

that were summarised in Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) 

correspondence to the proponent, dated 1st May, 199:2 (Appendix A). For ease 

of reference, the following comments and responses within Part A are numbered 

in accordance with the EPA correspondence, 

Part B 

• Responses to the issue raised in correspondence from the City of Wanneroo to 

L'le EPA regarding the proposal, dated 8th May, 1992 (Appendix B). 

Part A 

A. Support for the Proposal 

The proponent acknowledges that a number of submissions gave support to the proposal, 

on the basis that it constitutes efficient, orderly development, and has acceptable and 

manageable environmental in1pacts. 

BOWMAN BiSHAW GORHAM 
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B . Concerns Raised About the Development 

1 . Planning issues, including loss of rural amenity. 

1.1 Valuable agricultural land would be lost to residential development. 

Response: 

The southern portion of the site was parkland cleared for cattle grazing approximately 25 

years ago. This pursuit proved unviable, as have a va.iety of agricultural and farming land 

uses since that time, including sheep. cattle and horse grazing and a riding schooL The 

land has been somewhat degraded due to overstocking and non-sustainable farm 

management practises, which have resulted in vegetation loss and limited erosion. 

Consequently, the land has not been utilised for fanning for many years. The cleared 

portion of the site cannot therefore, be considered as "valuable agricultural land". 

Groundwater abstraction restrictions imposed by the Water Authority of Western Australia 

effectively preclude viable irrigated horticulture on the land. 

1. 2 The existing Special Rural zones would suffer loss of amenity with 

urbanisation so close. 

Response: 

The potential impact of the proposal upon the amenity of the adjacent Special Rural 
1 ,. ' • ' I . 'h1 h' ·· D - ' 1 A · ;:: 1 1 ° ' ,. SUO(llVISlOn J.S ~ug ... t..y SUvjecnve. _! otentU!.t au verse 1mpacts 01 t11e proposa1, Inclumng 

increased traffic, people and the effects of light and noise, will be minimised by 

appropriate incorporation of a buffer zone of Special Residential lots with minimum area 

of 5000 square metres and minimum depth of 80 metres, between the existing mral

residential area and the proposed residential development Perceived negative impacts will 

be compensated by easily identifiable positive impacts on the amenity of the area, 

including the provision of schools, community and health faciiities, pubiic transport and 

shopping facilities. 

80\\tr>.1AN BISHAW GORHMv'i 
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1.3 A large urban cell east of Wanneroo Road would remove the 

existing clear transition between rural and urban areas. 

Response: 

The creation of an urban cell east of Wanneroo Road is in accordance with current 

planning for the North-West Corridor. The rransition between rural and urban areas will 

not be "lost", but relocated to allow for expansion within t..lJe Perth ~y1etropolitan Area, as 

has occurred many times. 

L4 The City of Wanneroo's Rural Strategy proposed that this area be 

developed as a Special Rural zone. This proposal contradicts thai 

plan. 

Response: 

The W anneroo Rural Strategy was released by the City of Wanneroo in draft form in 

1988, but did nor proceed beyond draft stage before being superseded by subsequent 

srrategic planning, viz the Council's 1991 Draft East Wanneroo District Srructure Plan and 

the Department of Planning and Urban Development's North-West Corridor Srrucrurc 

Plan (1992). Reference to the draft Rural Srrategy released in 1988 is therefore clearly 

out-moded. 

1. 5 The development would increase the likelihood of the major road 

being buHt through the east Wanneroo area south of the 

development. Such a road would impact severely on the mrai 

nature of that area. 

Response: 

A major road in this area is an accepted pa..rt of the North-West Corridor Structure Plfu! 

(DPUD, 1992). formulated with extensive community consultation, including members of 

the Eastern Perimeter Arterial Road Action Group (EPARAG). The planning process 

BOW"MAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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developed options and reached consensus for the most appropriate alignment based on 

existing road reserves, and considering environmental and groundwater protection factors. 

Full derails of the options considered and the consultation process are provided in the 

North-West Corridor Structure Plan (DPUD, 1992). The PER referred to this document 

in the explanation of the planning background which led to the proposal. 

2. Impact on important System 6 wetlands 

2. 1 \Vater levels in nearby wetlands - Lakes Joondalup and Adams - are 

likely to rise. Wetland vegetation may not change and deaths will 

occur. 

Response: 

Wetlands and their surrounding vegetation should not be considered static, as they are 

constantly adapting in response to changing environmental characteristics, both seasonal 

and long- term. 

For example, the PER presented data which shows that Lake Adam's water level varies by 

1.0 metre or more in some years (PER Figure 7). Lake Joondalup exhibits a similar 

seasonal variation (PER Figure 14). 

The PER also presented data which shows that groundwater and lake water levels in the 

Wanneroo area have generally declined since the early 1960's. In lakes such as Lake 

Adams, this has caused peripheral vegetation to encroach upon areas which were 

previously too deep to colonise. 

The Water Authority (1989) used computer modelling to predict that groundwater levels 

beneath the site under a suite of proposed deve!opmem and management strategies for the 

Wanneroo area, would fall by approximately 0.5 metres under average rainfall conditions. 

Tne PER predicted that groundwater levels beneath the site would rise between 0.5 and 

0.9 metres due to urbanisation; based on detailed water balance equations derived for the 

proposal, attached as appendices to that report. The anticipated overall effect on 

groundwater levels was a nett increase of 0.4 metres (40 centimetres). 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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The PER predicted that an increase in Lake Adams water level, returning to seasonal 

depths closer to historic levels, may lead to a shift in the distribution of vegetation types, 

including an outward expansion of fringing reed vegetation and Flooded Gums. 

A water level rise in Lake Joondalup may lead to some inundation of the innermost zone of 

the fringing vegetation but would not be expected to encroach upon the Tuart/Marri 

woodland. Any rise in water levels would be mitigated by discharge to adjoining caves in 

the coastal limestone, which are thought to act as spillways thus controlling water levels in 

the lake (Allen, 1981). 

Therefore while it is possible that some tre~s rnay die over a period of 20-30 years due to a 

rise in groundwater level, others will have germinated and grown in areas previously 

unsuitable for their survival 

It should also be noted that if the Water Authority increases groundwater abstraction over 

the next 2-3 decades due to increased demand, a rise in water table levels may never 

eventuate. 

2. 2 The change in water levels will lead to a change in the structure of 

the vegetation within tile wetlands, and this is seen as undesirable. 

Response: 

There is no evidence to suggest that the vegetation structure surrocmciing the wetlands will 

change. As detailed in response 2.1, it is anticipated that there may be a gradual shift in 

the tilstributlon of wetland vegetation structure types over a 20-30 year period, rever~ing 

the shift that has occurred as groundwater levels have declined since the 1960's. The shift 

may be considered to be of a similar order to that which is likely to occur naturally over a 

long period of time, in response to climatic variations. 

2. 3 The development would increase the likelihood of a major road 

being built through the east Wanneroo area south of the 

development. Such a road would have an adverse impact on 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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important wetland south of the site through increased stormwater 

run-off from the road, and the possibility of chemical spills from 

trucks that use the ;road. 

Response: 

It was not the purpose of the PER to assess the potential impacts of a major road possibly 

being constructed in the vicinity of the site. 

As for all such proposals, it will be for the EPA to detemtine whether a major road in this 

area should be assessed in accordance with the provisions of the Environmental Protection 

Act. 0986), and its acceptability or othenvise determined at that time. 

3 , Issues related io the remnant bushland in the north section of the site. 

3 .1 The vegetation type found on the northern portion is poorly 

i'epresented in conservation reserves (reference given), and this 

example should be set aside for conservation and not developed. 

Response: 

The vegetation type on the nort~em portion of th.c site was botanically assessed and 

mapped by a regional scale survey carried out for the Department of Conservation and 

Environment in 1978, and was classified as Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and 

South. This vegetation type can be described in general terms as Banksia and Jarrah-

Banksia woryiland. This classification has been confrrrned by site slli~-vey. 

The PER prepared for the project addressed, among other matters: 

• from a general landscape perspective, the degree to which Banksia woodland is 

conserved in the CALM Wanneroo District (which contains the site), ar1d 

• at a more detailed level. the extent to which Karrakatta Vegetation Complex 

Central and South is represented in System Six conservation reserves. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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The PER concluded that there was more than 20,000 hectares of reserves within the 

CALM Wanneroo District specifically for the purpose of conservation of Banksia and 

associated Woodland. Additionally, the PER identified at least seventeen areas of 

Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central a..nd South in flfteen System Six reserves. The 

reserves containing examples of Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and South totalled 

approximate! y 5,500 ha. 

However since the release of the PER, a more detailed assessment of the occurrence of 

Banksia woocliand and Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and South in Government 

reserves in the Metropolitan Area and southwest parts of the State has been conducted by 

the proponent. 

The first stage of the additional assessment detennined the extent to which vegetation with 

si!Tlj!ar general landscape values to that on the site, occurs in conservation reserves in the 

(now extended) CALM Wanneroo District. This was achieved in consultation with CALM 

Officers who provided detailed plans and information regarding the distribution and areas 

of Banksia woodland in reserves. 

This work. concluded that: 

• There are approximately 68,000 hectares of existing or proposed reserves which 

contain Banksia wocxllrurd in the CALM Warmeroo District 

The second, more detailed stage of assessment examined the areas of Karrakatta 

Vegetation Complex Centra! and South in conservation and other reserves in the Perth 

Metropolitan and southern regions, using current aerial photography. 

The results of the survey are summarised as follows: 

• Twenty three reserves totalling approximately 1300 ha of Karrakatta Vegetation 

Complex Central and South occur in the Metropolitan Area. Seventeen of ti-Jese 

are existing or proposed rese:rves for the pu..rpose of conservation, and support an 

area totalling approximately 780 hectares of K&t-rrak:atta Complex Central and 

South vegetation. The other six Metropolitan Reserves are vested for purposes 

other than conservation, and total approximately 530 hectares of the vegetation 

complex. 

BOWMAN BISHAW GORHAM 
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• Four conservation reserves located between Mandurah and Bunbury contain 

approximately 650 hectares of Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Central and South. 

• The total area of Karrakatta Vegetation Complex Centra! and South reserved in 

the Perth Metropolitan and southern regions is therefore approximately 1960 

hectares, based on the mapping available and the methodology utilised. 

This figure does not include examples of the vegetation type on land m private 

ownershipo 

It is aiso noted that an environmental audit of the northern conidor, canied out for CALM 

by the Semenuik Research Group in 1991, did not identify the site as an area of significant 

conservation value (DPUD, pers. comm, 1992). 

3. 2 The damplands in the north and southeast part of the land are 

valuable habitats and should be conserved as part of the public 

open space. 

Response: 

Through the process of ensuring that the PER document was suitable for public release, 

the EPA. has agreed 'Nith the proponent that there are no areas of ltwetland!l and/or 

"dampiand;; on the site that are of any particular conservation significance, compared with 

the multitude of wetlands in the area. 

Nonetheless~ t~e proponent has iiK01 yorated the Hdampl~"ld" rerru'1ant vegetation area that 

occurs in the southeast of the site into an area of public open space (PER Figure 12). The 

primary purpose for protecting this area was to ensure the protection of the remnant 

Jarrah-Banksia woodland rather than any remnant "dampland" characteristics of this 

portion of the site. 

80'/;iJ.AC< BiSHAW GORHAM 
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3. 3 The northern bushland section is part of a valuable corridor for 

birds which includes the Neerabup National Park and the Carramar 

Park Special Rural Zone. To protect the integrity of this corridor 

this bushland section of the land should not be developed for small 

lot housing but rather a mixture of bushland public open space and 

special rural lots. 

Response: 

The term "corridor" in the comment implies that the site forms part of the passageway 

berween two significant bird habitats which will be severed when the development 

proceeds. 

Figure 8 of the PER presented the distribution of vegetation types within and surrounding 

the site, being predominantly Banksia and Jarrah-Banksia woodland. This vegetation type 

extends for several kilometres to the north and north-west of the site before a transition to 

heath east of Neerabup Lake. The Banksia woodland vegetation type extends eastward to 

Pin jar Road. 

Even if the site was to be totally cleared, which it will not, an expansive area of bushland 

abutting both Neerabup National Park and Carramar Park would remain. 

In addition to the vegetation surrounding the site, it is proposed to retain a significant 

number of distinct areas of public open space within the development. Considering the 

mobility of the majority of bird species recorded from the area, it cat1 reasonably be 

conciuded that birds could use these areas as a "passageway" through the site, together 

\Vit..h, the large area of bushlru!d surrounding u~e site. 

3. 4 A recent biological survey of the Carra mar Park area indicated that 

it contains more species of reptiles and land binls than doe5 

Neerabup and Yanchep Nationai Parks, and Yellagonga Regional 

Park. The area should, therefore, be conserved because of this 

species richness. 

80W1\.1Af.J SISHAVJ GORHJ\J\1 
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Response: 

The proponent doubts the validity of the comment No details have been provided of the 

survey, nor of any other information critical to establish whether the comparisons of data 

obtained were relevant. It may well be the case that the reptiles and birds of the National 

Parks are poorly recorded and documented. 

Nonetheless, the validity of the statement is highly improbable. Neerabup National Park, 

Yanchep National Park and the (proposed) Yellagonga Regional Park have areas of 

approximately 1135 ha (MRS), 2,780 ha and 1,500 ha (proposed) respectively, compared 

to only approximately 345 ha for the Carramar Special Rural area, including public open 

space. Using land areas as au indication of habitat availability, the statement is considered 

to be improbable. 

4. Impact on Neerabup National Park. 

4.1 No consideration has been given to the impact the development will 

have on Neerabup Nationai Park. The expected 24,000 to 28,000 

people will put unacceptable pressure on the Park causing further 

degradation of this important bushland. To avoid this impact the 

development should provide a large an~a of bushland for passive 

recreation as part of the public open space. 

Response: 

Both the proponent and State Govern_luent (through U.~e Department of Plann.ing and Urbar1 

Development) recognise tl-tat the expan.sion of th.e Perth Metropolitan Area will place added 

pressures on natural resources. This issue has been addressed through both the 

proponent's Development Plan for the site and the North-West Corridor Structure Plan for 

the region (DPUD, 1992). 

As detailed in the PER, to assist in the mitigation of these additional pressures, the 

proponent intends to incorporate a significant number of public open space, many 

including considerable areas of bushland, into the development. These areas will be 
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actively managed to provide recreation, habitat and cultural amenity, and will assume a 

number of functional roles" 

The Department of Planning and Urban Development's 1992 North-West Corridor 

Structure Plan has recognised National Parks as a key element in the structure of the 

region, both as important conservation resources and as major components in the system 

of strategic open space for public use" 

To avoid over-utilisation of the resource, the structure plan proposes the following: 

• to extend Yanchep National Park eastwards to include current State Forest land, 

and in a south-west direction to incorporate Pipidinny Swamp. This will 

effectively increase t.he total area of the Park by 2,455 ha" 

• to expand and consolidate the southern portion of Neerabup National Park to 

inclnde all the land between Wanneroo Road and the Mitchell Freeway. This will 

add approximately 880 ha of land to the Park" 

• to extend the Parks an.d Recrealion reservation north of Romeo Road to provide a 

regional open space link between Neerabup and Yanchep National Parks, adding 

a further 315ha to the regional open space system. Neerabup Lake and 

approximately 315ha of land east of Wanneroo Road, near th.e site, is also 

proposed to be added to the system. 

The expansion of National Parks and regional open space in the area, together with the 

proposed 1500ha Yellagonga Regional Park to the south west of the site, will ensure that 

sufficient areas within t..l-:le Conldor exist to rninin1ise degradation to these resources 

tl'uough hmnan pressures" 
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5 . A nutrient management plan for the development. 

5 .1 Concern was expressed that the development does not provide a 

detailed strategy to avoid the pollution of the groundwater and the 

downstream Lake Joondalup, the main pollution fear being 

increased nutrient levels. The development should maximise the 

retention of native vegetation by keeping the small lot subdivisions 

on cleared land, a nutrient irrigation and management plan should 

be developed fol" the public grassed areas, and residents should be 

educated how to minimise fertiliser application rates. 

Response: 

The proponent reiterates the commitments made in the PER. specifically: 

"8.1 Detailed Design 

2. The proponent will formulate the subdivision design to maximise the retention of 

existing vegetation as jar as is pracrical within pubiic open space, schools, 

community centres and commercial areas, to the satisfaction of the Department of 

Planning and Urban Development and the City ofW-anneroo. 

8.3 Post-Construction Phase. 

20. The proponent wi/1 request that following their establishment, the management of 

grassed areas of public open space (which will be the responsibility of the City of 

VI anneroo) accommodate guidelines recently prepared by the ~Vater Authority to 

protect the groundwater from nutrient contaminaiion and to conserve water~ to the 

satisfaction of the Water Authority. 

21. In the course of the land transfer process, the proponent will advise the future 

managers of areas which supporr or could support native vegetation reserves, of the 

desirability of retaining natural vegetation and the appropriate management strategies 

for these areas, to the satisfaction of the City ofWanneroo." 
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In adclition to these measures, in 1993/94 the Water Authority ofWA intend to instigate a 

comprehensive water quality monitoring program for major wetlands on the Gnangara 

Mound, which will include nutrient analysis and monitoring of water fluctuations in Lake 

Joondaiup. 

Following cliscussions with the Environmental Protection Authority, the proponent has 

agreed to undertake a brief annual review of Water Authority data regarding water levels in 

Lakes Joondalup and Adams. and Water Authority nutrient levels in Lake Joondalup. A 

report of this review will be provided to relevant agencies. 

The proponent has also agreed to prepare a Remnant Vegetation Plan for the northern 

portion of the project area at the time of subdivision. The plan will detail a management 

program for remnant vegetation within the subdivision, determined in conjunction with the 

City of Wanneroo. 

6 . Data inadequacies. 

6.1 Some of the information used in PER is outdated and makes some 

of the predictions about, for example, the impact on the watertable, 

invaHd. In particular, a recent arilcie about the flora of the area 

was not quoted - Ecoscape, November 1991. 

Response: 

The proponent's consultants assessed all known, relevant and up-to-date data available to 

prepa_re the PER. Detailed consultations also occw.-red wiu~ Govemrnent Departrnents ru"ld 

other scientific 1--~rsonnel where considered nccessat-y. 

With regard to an "Ecoscape November 1991 article", the proponent has recently 

determined that this comment refers to a report prepared by a consultant for the City of 

Wa.'1neroo. As such, u~e report retnains the property of the City of Wanneroo, and is not a 

public document 

The proponent considers that every effort has been made to utilise contemporary 

information in the preparation of the PER. 
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6. 2 Insufficient data was given about the nora and fauna suneys. Full 

details of the methodology should be given so that a full judgement 

about the adequacy of the surveys (can be made). If they were not 

carried out properly it could then be argued that rare nora and 

fauna could be on the site. 

Response: 

The proponent considers that the full survey methodologies, or literature sources where 

the full survey methodology could be found, were clearly referenced in the PER and does 

not iiltend to repeat them here. 

In terms of rare or endangered flora, Section 3.2.2.3 (Page 22) of the PER, "Rare and 

Endangered Flora," clearly details the methodology of the literature research and the site 

survey, and presents the results of the investigations. The likely impacts of the proposal 

are assessed in Section 5.2. 1.3. 

In terms of fauna, the site was assessed using historical records, museum records, limited 

site survey, and by discussion with the Department of Conservation and Land 

Management's Metropolitan Regional Office. Full results of the investigation, including 

_methodologies, are given in the PER (pages 23-:29 inclusive). Potential environmental 

impacts are given in Section 5.2.2. 

6. 3 Table 7, listing areas of remnant vegetation, is misleading because 

some of the areas listed • Bold Park and Kings Park • are severely 

degraded. Their inclusion creates the false sense that the 

vegetation types (Karrakatta Central and South) are well 

represented in conservation reserves. 

Response: 

Table 7 of the PER makes no reference to degradation levels in listed areas, and therefore 

cannot reasonably be considered as misleading. 

Please also refer to Response 3. L 
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6. 4 The discussion of the protection of the vegetation type included 

reference to examples found on private land found within the 

region. It is misleading to include these examples because they are 

not secure conservation reserves. 

Response: 

The PER clearly states, following the listing of stands of Ka.rrakatta Central and South 

Complex on private land referred to above, that: 

"The data presented above leads to the conclusion that although a large single coherent 

stand of Karrakatta Central and South vegetation complex will be cleared to enable the 

development to proceed, there are a number of other rem!Ulnt stands of the vegetation type 

within the vicinity that are not affected by this proposal, and qdditionally snnw represented 

within secure reserves" (page 64.). 

The section preceding this paragraph described the potential impacts on the vegetation and 

flora from both regional and local perspectives, and referred to representations of 

vegetation in both private la.r1d, atJd in secure reserves which were System Six areas. 

Areas of private land were included to illustrate that the vegetation of the site is not unique 

in the area. The PER clearly stated that these areas existed and would not be affected by 

this proposal. 

6. 5 There are numerous lime kilns c!oser to the land than the one in 

Neerabup Park (page 37). Those on Flynn Drive are closer and 

given). 

Response: 

The comment relates to unlisted or unregistered sites of European heritage near the 

proposed development. The proponent is uncertain as to the relevance of the lin1e kilns to 

which reference is made. No lime kilns or other sites of European heritage will be 

disturbed by the proposed development. 
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6. 6 The landform on the land is not all Spearwood as claimed. Lot 2 is 

transitional to the Bassendean Dune System (reference Geological 

Survey and Environmental Geology maps). 

Response: 

The Department of Conservation and Environment (1930) mapping referred to in the PER 

was conducted at a regional scale of 1:250,000. At a more refined scale of !:50,000, 

Gozzard (1982) identifies the entire development site, inciuding all of Lot 2, as contained 

within the S7 land unit, corresponding to sand derived from Tarnala Limestone.. The 

geomorphological classification of the sire is Ect: degraded surface of eolian origin. 

Spea.rwood Dunes. 

Reference: Gozzard, J.R. (1982). Muchea Sheet 2034 I and part Sheet 2134 IV, Perth 

Metropolitan Region, Environmental Geology Series, Geological Survey of Western 

Australia. (Copy supplied to the Environmental Protection Authority). 

7 " Loss of remnant bushland in the 1\iletropuiiian area_ 

7. l Concern was expressed about the continued growth of the Perth 

Metropolitan area, and the loss of native bushland. Smail lot 

development in the corridor should avoid areas of native bushland. 

Instead, such areas should be developed for special rural zones. 

This proposal should be amended to be consistent with this 

approach. 

Response: 

The PER did not, and could not be expected to, address or commeni on the continued 

growth of the Perth Metropolitan Area. 

The proponent's plan conforms with the North-West Corridor Structure Plan, which is the 

strategic planning document for the development corridor prescribed by METROPLAN, 

which is the State Government's strategic plan for the Perth Metropolitan Region. 

Concern regarding the pattern of growth of the region has no direct relevance to the PER, 
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but to the strategic planning decisions previously made in the formulation of 

METROPLAN and the North-West Corridor Structure Plan. Each of these plans were 

formulated after detailed consultations and were subject to extensive public submission 

periods. 

8. Impact on the Gnangara Mound. 

8. 1 The proposal is likeiy to degrade the quality of water in the 

Gnangara Mound, which is an important source of both public and 

private water. 

Response: 

There is no evidence to suggest the proposal would affect the quality of water in the 

Gnangara Mound. The development will utilise a reticulated sewage system. 

Management commitments presented in the PER, and reiterated in Response 5.1, will 

ensure that groundwater resources are protected. 

The CSIRO Division of Water Resources has measured water quality criteria beneath the 

Subiaco/Shenton Park a.i1d Nedlands/Dalkeith areas, where urban development began 

more than seventy years ago. The CSIR 0 study a.rcct is sewered (similar to the proposal), 

with shallow stratigraphy and superficial sediments comparable to those which occur at the 

project site. This is an important aspect, as all residences and community facilities 

proposed within the development will be connected to reticulated sewerage. 

In b:rief, groundwater quality underlying Subiaco/Shenton Park and Nedlands/Dalkeith 

was well within accepted water quality criteria for drinking water quality, published by the 

National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) and Australian Water 

Resources Council (A WRC) and used as guidelines by the Water Authority of W A. 

It is extremely unlikely L1.1erefore, that sewered urba_n development at :Neerabup will result 

in either local groundwater or water from the Gnangara Mound becornit1g unsuitable as a 

public or private water source. 
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8. 2 One of the findings of a 1986 Water Authority study of the use of 

the water from the Gnangara Mound was that the impacts of long 

term extraction of groundwater were unknown. This conclusion 

was arrived at based on the then proposed extent of urbanisation 

within the North-West corridor. Urbanisation on this land was not 

proposed at that time. It is likely, therefore, that this development 

will put further pressure on the mound as more water will be 

required to service the area. Wetlands and native bushland that are 

supported by the mound are likely to be further threatened. 

Response: 

It should be recognised that the Gnangara Mound is a groundwater resource covering 

2,200 km2, containing approximately 19,500 x J06 m3 of groundwater in storage. It is 

not a small, local resource restricted to land in the vicinity of the site, nor is it dependent 

upon the land use of the site for it's water quality. In fact, the total area of the site is less 

than 0.4 of one percent of the area of the Mound. 

METROPLAN estimated that PerLh's population will grow by nearly one miliion people 

over the next 30 years, thereby creating a demand for 400,000 new homes. Up to 80,000 

dwellings can be provided in esL'lblished suburbs, however the ren1aining 320,000 

dwellings will need to be provided in new urban areas" 

The North-West Corridor will continue to be a major urban growth area, and will 

contribute a significant number of dwellings. Indeed, the North-West Corridor Structure 

Plan (DPUD, 1992) anticipated that approximately 40,000 new dwellings may be 

established in Category Al expansion areas atone wilhin the corridor (those areas most 

likely to be urbanised in the normal course of development within the next five to ten 

years). Urban development east of Wanneroo Road, is expected to extend from Hepburn 

Avenue northwards to Flynn Drive, accommodating approximately 23,000 dwellings by 

the year 2021. Most of this expansion will occur over the Gnangara Mound. 

Regardless of whether the subject land is urbanised, further groundwater abstraction will 

be required from groundwater resources to supply the expanding population. However, 

two important factors must be noted in relation to these reserves and their management. 
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Firstly, the PER has predicted, using information provided by the Water Authority, that 

groundwater levels beneath the site may potentially display a nett rise of 0.4 metres due to 

t.'1e CU!"Tent and other proposals for urbanisation in the locality. The nett increase offers the 

opportunity for greater abstraction to service the area, thus partially offsetting extraction 

requirements for the region. 

Secondly, the Water Authority has demonsttated a pro-active role in the management and 

maintenance of ecosystems, to avoid over-abstraction and the degradation of wetlands and 

native bushland over the Mound. The 1986 Environmental Review and Management 

Program (ERMP) for the Gnangara Mound groundwater resources identified the 

formulation of a sustainable management plan to cater for the predicted population growth 

of the North-West Corridor as a primary objective. Page 1 of the summary of the ERMP 

states: 

"A major consideration in the maru1gement of groundwater resources is the mainteru1nce of 

wetlands. Groundwater usage must be numaged to ensure that important wetlands are Mt 

significantly affected." 

and in the Environm.e.nta! Ma.'1agerr1ent Conunitments 

"Appropriate managem.ent is required so that these resources (the Gnangara lVfound in the 

North-West Corridor) can be developed whilst avoiding effects such as: 

~ over exploiting the resource 

• degradation of water quality 

• ·lowering of lake levels and degradation of native flora and 

fauna, and 

salt water intrusion and 

• these factors were also emphasised in the Perth Urban Water 

• Balance Study, published by the Water Authority in 1987." 

It is therefore clear tiJat t..lJe \Vater Authority is aware of its responsibilities as the rnanager 

of the resource, and is additionally bound by legislation such as the Environmental 

Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Groundwater, Wetlands and Associated Ecosystems) 

Policy 1990 to protect these ecosystems, under the Environmental Protection Act, 1986. 
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9. Unsuitable growth of the Perth metropolitan area. 

9. l The continued expansion of the Perth Metropolitan are:~. is seen as 

environmentally unsustainable. 

Response: 

The proponent is committed to environmentally sensitive design and ma.1.agement, to 

ensure that t.'le proposed urbanisation will be environmentally acceptable. It is also 

acknowledged that the final judgement rests with the EPA and the Minister for the 

Environment, foiiowing comment~ from members of the public. 

The proponent also supports ti'Je current environment assessment process which requires 

proposals contributing to the urban expansion of the Perth Metropolitan Area to be 

assessed on their merits. 

Part B 

3. 0 Wanneroo Council, at its April 29, 1992 meeting resolved to advise 

the EPA that they do not consider that the noise issue in relation to 

the motor sports area and it.s impact on the proposed urban area, 

had been adequately addressed in the PER, and that this matter 

should require further investigation by the Authority. 

No other matters were raised in respect of the Public 

Environrnenta! Review. 

Response: 

Based on the correspondence from the City of Wanneroo to the EPA (Appendix B), it is 

unclear which aspect of the noise assessment regarding motor sport in t.~e area Council 

considers inadequate. However, the proponent has i.r1vestigated noise emissions from the 

Wanneroo Park Raceway further, and offers the following additional information. 
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The PER reported sound levels data from the Wanneroo Park circuit recorded in 1989. At 

this time, noise levels near the tmck from each vehicle were estimated to be in the range of 

110:-120 dB(A). 

Since that time, the Confederation of Australian Motor Sports (CAMS), which represents 

all car clubs nationally (including Wanneroo), has passed a resolution stating that the 

maximum permissible noise from all "flat track" racing vehicles is 95 dB(A), and 

additionally that all vehicles must be fitted with noise suppression devices. 

Sound pressure levels are now measured on the "straight" of the track, approximately lOrn 

from the edge, by scrutineers using sound measuring equipment supplied by the CAMS 

Perth office. If the noise emissions of a.ny vehicle exceeds 95 dB(A), it is given a "black 

flag", forcing it to enter the pits area. If the vehicle cannot subsequently comply with the 

noise level limit of 95 dB(A), it is refused permission to re-enter the track. The 

enforcement of this regulation has been confin11ed by theW A Sporting Car Club, which 

uses the W anneroo facility. 

Consequently, vehicles using the Wanneroo circuit have achieved a 15-25 dB(A) reduction 

in noise emission levels from their cars. To detennine U~e effect of this noise reduction on 

the proposed development, tl1e proponent commissioned specialist noise and vibration 

consultants to re-assess predicted noise levels within the site, and additionally to detennine 

whether a 2.5 metre high brick perimeter waH along the Flynn Drive boundary of the 

subdivision would have significant sound attenuation a..ffect~. or if a wall was necessary at 

all. 

A sun:Lmary of results for 20 vehicles operating simultaneously at approximately 95 

dB(A)~ and a comparison with those results produced ln the PER for 1989 data from sites . . 
adjacent to Flynn Drive, is presented in Table 1 below. 

Predicted noise levels for another four locations within the site were calculated, however 

as these locations were at a greater distance from the source and up to 7 dB(A) lower than 

those on Flynn Drive, the results are not included here. 
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Table 1 

Sound levels predicted and recorded for sites adjacent to Flynn Drive 

(dB(A)) 

Measuring Station I 
___________________ _.L._l..._ _____ ..,L_.2.__ __ 

PER dat>'l recorded in 1989: 

Predicted level with vehicle noise reduction: 

Predicted level with vehicle noise reduction 

and perimeter wall: 

40-48 

27 

27 

13-21 

35-44 

24 

24 

11··20 

Table 1 demonstrates that the implementation and enforcement of the CAMS resolution has 

reduced the predicted noise at the Flynn Drive boundary of the subdivision by 11-21 

dB(A) compared to previously measured levels, resulting in noise levels of between 24 

and 27 dB(A). The assessment of predicted noise levels also indicate that a 2.5 metre high 

brick perimeter fence along Flynn Drive would not be effective in further reducing noise 

levels. 

V/ith the noise emissions levels for vehicles set at a maximun1 of 95 dB(A), noise 

generated from the Wanneroo Circuit with up to 20 race cars in operation will be below 

background noise recorded on the site, and will therefore be inaudible. It is acknowledged 

that background noise will vary at the site depending on the time of day, however it is 

unlikely they will fall below 30 dB( A) (residential background noise levels are typically 

35-50 dB( A)) during the daytime, when racing is carried out. 

It is further anticipated that the large reduction in noise levels achieved for the Wanneroo 

Circuit will have a significant effect on any short-term cumulative noise levels which may 

occur in the event of simultaneous racing in the area. 
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City of Wanneroo 

OUR REF 790-606 

YOUR REF 

The Chairman 

DATE 8 May 1992 

ENQUIRIES Mr R w Zagwock i 
Town Planning 

ADMINISTMTION CENTRE. 
BOAS AVENUE 
JOONDALUP 

WES!E~N AVSTRALI.t.. 

TElEPHONE (091 406 0333 
~ACSIMILEc (091 300 1383 

Environmental Protection Authority 
8th Floor ENVIGON~icN1 Al PROTECTION AUTHORITY 
''Westralia Square'' 
38 Mounts Bay Road 
PERTH WA c.r-.nil uvvv I 
Attention: Gary Middle 

1

1 -r-v/ py;-r; 
,.. • If I I.,.,. 

1 r1rt' '({,.:___._..;.__ ~-· 

Dea>' Sir 

EAST JOONDALUP URBAN DEVELOPMENT NEERABUP (ASSESSMENT NO 344) 

1 refer to your correspondence dated 18 February 1992 in regard to the 
Public Environmental Review for the abovementioned project and advise 
that Council considered this matter at its April meeting on 29 April 
1992. 

At that meeting, the Council resolved to advise the Authority that they 
do not consider that the noise issue in rehtion to the motor sports 
area and its impact on the proposed urban area, has been adequately 
addressed in the Public Environmental Review and that this matter should 
require further investigation by the Authority. 

No ather matters were raised in respect of the Public environmental 
Review. 

RWZ:DT 

All Communlc:.'ltions !0 be addresse-d 10 the Town Clerk 

POST OfFICE BOX 2 L WANNEROO, WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 6065 

MADE FROM 5~ RECYCLED lii!A TER!AL 



Appendix 3 

The Authority's advice to the Department of Planning and Urban 
Development on the regional roads issues during the review of the 

draft North-West Corridor Structure Plan, 1991 
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Department of Planning and Urban Development 
469-489 Wellington Street 
PERTH WA 6000 

ATTENTION: Roger Hill 

Your ref: 

Our ref: 

Enquiries: 

802/2/118 PT 3 
39/91 PT 1 
Mr Garry Middle 

EASTERN PERIMETER ARTERIAL ROAD WORKING GROUP - THE 
FINAL RECOMMENDATION 

At the last meeting of this group rl1e various options for this road were discussed, 
and there was a qualified agreement that option C would be supported. The officer 
representing the Authority at that meeting, N!r Garry Middle, indicated that he could 
not give the Authority's unqualified support for that option. I would like to formally 
reiterate that view. 

While it is possible that Option C could be made environmentally acceptable, there 
are still some outstanding issues that need to be addressed, including: 

• The alignment of the road near Little Marigirtiup Lake should be altered so as 
not to pass through the wetland and its buffer area. This wetland is part of the 
System 6 M8 suite of wetlands, and is also protected under the Authority's 
draft Wetland Environmental Protection Policy. 

'The northern section of the road which is shown as passing through State 
Forest and the Water AuthoritY of Western Australia Priori tv One Source Area 
should be relocated away from LfJis area. The Authority d~s not support 
additional major roads across Priority One Source Areas. 

* Stonnwater drainage off the road shoqid,be managed so as not to go directly 
into any wetlands. This issue can be dealt with at the detailed planning leveL 

If these issues are addressed at the appropriate level of planning, the Authority could 
give its support to the preferred option C. 

Yours sincere] y 

~j51) c;-? \12 
• I 

RADS1ppe 
DIRECTOR (z_ 
EVALUATiONS DlVJSlON 
23 October 1991 

OptC EWRWG EPAposn DI'UD 231091 GM! 

Environm 
Protection A 

! .'v1oul'l S!fee 
W'E'slern AusTrJ 
Telrpt1c~·, 
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Department of Planning and Urban Development 
469-489 Wellington Street 
PERTH WA 6000 

A 1 Le,NTION: !vlr R Stokes 

Your ref: 

Our ref: 39;91 
Enquiries: :Mr Garry Middle 

NORTH-WEST CORRIDOR STRUCTURE PLAN 

Introduction - the Environmental Protection Authority's strategy in 
considering the environmental issues raised by the North West 
Corridor Structure Plan 

There are a number of environmental issues that arise from the North West Corridor 
Structure Plan, and the Authority has decided to adopt a three tiered approach in 
considering these issues. The first tier involves providing comments and advice that 
will form the framework for more detailed consideration of the issues at the other 
tiers. This letter contains those comments and that advice, and will be made 
available to the public. 

The second level wi1I apply during the various Amendments to the 1\ftll~S that \vili be 
necessary to implement the Plan. The Authority will consider each Amendment on 
its merits~ setting the level of assessment appropriate to the environmentJJ issues 
raised. However, should an Amendment propose a significanr changes to a System 
6 areas that Amendment would require formal assessment. Notwithstanding anv 
changes to Svstem 6 areas that normally mav be proposed during Amendments to 
the MRS. the final version of the Structure Pian should be consistent with the 
existing Svstem 6 recommendations. 

TI1e final level wiil apply to specific developments likely to have significant 
environmental impacts. Detailed consideration of the environmental issues will be 
made at the development stage. Such proposals include: 

• roads through National Parks; 

• specific developments within System 6 area; 

• the aerodrome; and 

i mannas. 

Environmental 
Protecllon Aul/'lonly 

1 ~.lounl Sir""' p,..,m 
'.'l,.'<!!'m Au51r,11•,1 liOOO 

1"~ 1091 22:2 ~aoo 



The environmental issues - a summary 

As you are aware, the Authority has been considering its response to this Structure 
Plan for some time, and there have already been several discussions between 
officers of your Depanment and the Authority. Funher, there have been two 
working groups/committees that have been addressing specific issues related to the 
Plan, with officers from the Authority providing advice on environmenm.l issues. 

The eastern perimeter anerial road was one issue resolved through a working group, 
and a letter from the Department dated 14 November 1991 confirms that this issue 
has been resolved to our satisfaction. 

The remaining environmental issues are of two types: 

• issues re!Jted to System 6 are:1s; and 

• other issues with likely significant environmental impacts. 

System 6 areas 

General comments 

It is recognised that in some cases the areas recommended by the System 6 report are not 
clearly defmed. It is likely, therefore, that the final boundary of these areas will need 
minor modifications, subject to on-going discussions with the Authority, and 
consideration of local factors, including topography. Further, not all System 6 
recommendations require that land be purchased and reserved, and avenues exist to retain 
land in private ownership and still be consistent with Sysrem 6 recommendations. 
However, the general principles of Pa."t I of the System 6 repott were accepted by Cabinet 
in 1984. Cabinet also approved the progressive implementation, as far as possible, of the 
detailed reconm1endations in Pan II of the Report. 

The Structure Plan, therefore, should be consistent with Cabinet's decision, and address 
the System 6 recornmendntions applicable to the region. 'Ibe con1Inents below relate to 
how the Structure Pian should be amended to be consistent with the System 6 principles. 

There is no specific recommendation regarding management of this land other Lhan one 
suggesting that final land uses be subject to land use decisions to the north. 

The 1977 version of the North West Corridor Structure Plan proposed that an area be set 
aside as Parks and Recreation to act as a buffer between the industrial area proposed at 
Wilbinga and the northern extent of urbanisation. The System 6 repon, released in 1983, 
recommended Lhat L~is area become a Regional Park. Such parks should ~~provide for a 
range of outrloor recreation activities within a largely natural setting". This area also 
contains vegetation of high conservation value, some panicuJariy sensitive to disturbance. 

I undersmnd that the main reason that M 1 was not included in the 1991 version of the 
Structure Plan was because the Government no longer desires to place industry in the 
Wilbinga area, and there in now no need for a buffer zone. However, Ml was included 
as a System 6 recommendation because it provides a regionally significant areas of open 
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space. The need for this Regional Park still exits, and the Srructure Plan should reflect 
this. Any proposed changes to Ml must take into account the environmental values of the 
region, and will require formal assessment by the Authority. 

To be consistent with Svstem 6, the final version of this Srructure Plan should show the 
area known as Ml as Parks and Open Space. 

2. M2- Coastal strip from Two Rocks to Burns Beach 

Currently, your Depanment is carrying out a study of the coastal area from Burns Beach 
to Jindalee. One of the aims of this studY is to better define the coastal reserve to fit with 
existing topography. The boundary ofMz as defined in the System 6 repon is based on 
cadastml features. ,ti,. more ratlonal dcfl_i1it1on of this boundary could be found acceptable, 
and the Burns Beach to Jindalee study should be extended up the coast to the edge of the 
Metropolitan Region Boundary. 

The Structure Pian needs to demonstrate how the proposal for a coastal reserve is 
consistent with the recommendations contained in the System 6 report. 

3. M3 and M4- Yancheo National Park 

There are three issues related to this area that need resolution: 

(i) The alignment of Mitchell Freeway in relation to the Park; 

(ii) 1l1e size and management of new access road; and 

(iii) The proposed nonh-westem additions to the Park. 

The C!..t.rrent alignrnent of Lhe ?viitchell FreewaY through the western "ann" of the Park is 
not supported. Any proposal for a road through the Park, or an upgrading of an existing 
road, would be subject to assessment under Part IV of the Environmental Protection Act. 

The Srructure Plan has not included as proposed extensions to the Park the land to the 
nonh west of the existing Park recommended in the System 6 report for inciusion. It is 
still the Authority's view that this land should become pan of the Park, and should be 
shown as such in the final Plan. Any proposed changes to the Park will require formal 
assessment. 

The upgrading ofYanchep Beach Road L~rough the Park will need careful planning. 
Discussions should be held between the National Park and Nature Conservation 
Authority and the Authority to determine how best to manage this road. 

4. M 6- Neer'!bup National Park 

The creation of the continuous "greenH strip including Neembup National Park and 
extending up to Yanchep National Park is supported. Tne additional land set aside for 
Regional Open Space provides the opportunity to focus active recreation for the region 
and away from the environmentally sensitive areas of Neerabup National Park. However, 
there are a number of other issues that are of concern and may need addressing through 
fom1al assessment under Pan IV of !he Environmental Protection Act 
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Firstly the proposed building of new roads through the Park, and the re-alignment of 
Romeo Road, are environmentally unacceptable. The planning of the areas both east and 
west of Neerabup National Park should .!!ill be done on the expectation of access through 
the Park. 

The second issue relates the freeway/rapid transit corridor on the west side of the Park. 
The Authority does not support any further loss of the Park for this facility. However, it 
does recognise that the freeway/rapid transit system could form a useful barrier between 
the residential areas and the Park. 

5. Western .A.rrn of M6 

A marina in a System 6 area is not generally supponed, however, should one be 
proposed for this site it would require formal assessment under Pan IV of the 
Environmental Protection Act. The likelihood of approval is made more difficult because 
a Regional Park is proposed for the land surrounding this site, and there are two other 
marinas within a reasonable distance. 

The od1er proposals for this area- a golf course, tourist facility, water treatment plant and 
the rehabilitated tip site- would have to be implemented in a manner consistent with the 
Regional Park concept otherw-ise they would require formal assessment under Pan IV of 
the Environmental Protection Act 

6. M7 -Lakes Joondalup and Goolle!al 

This matter is currently being addressed through the formation of the Yellagonga 
Regional Park. 

M8 - Wanneroo wetiands 

The formation of a Landscape Protection Zone, along with selective purchase of the most 
significant wetlands, is supported. TI1is would provide the basis for a significant 
Regional Park using bou'1 private a..1d public land. It is important that the final report 
addresses the issues related to the formation of that Park, inciuding possible land-use 
controls applicable for new developments. Such controls should be aimed at providing 
adequate buffers, controlling nutrient loss to the groundwater and water balance 
considerations. 

The Authority acknowledges that some of u1e wetlar.ds ·identified as pan of 1\18 may not 
now be appropriate for inclusion in tfJe Regional Park. Tney may be sevenely degraded 
due to a combination of vegetation loss and a severely lowered local watenablc. A full 
assessment of the wetlands of the area should be carried, leading to necommendations on 
which wetlands could be considered for exclusion form the Park. Any exclusion would 
need approval from the Authority. 
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Other environmental issues 

1. Tr;msport planning 

A significant environmental issue facing society is the ne---d to reduce the ]eve! of vehicle 
emissions, including greenhouse gases, lead, gases causing photochemical smog, 1-11d 

other pollutants. 

Recent figmes indicate that the City's air quality has reached, if not exceeded, its 
assimilative capacity. For the last five years levels of atmospheric lead have been above 
that recommended by the World Health Organisation for prolonged periods of rime. In 
February this year ozone levels were recorded at Caversham L 75 rimes above the 
recommended limits. 

A growing Perth metropolitan area should be planned so as to n1ake efficient use of 
energy, aimed particularly at the use of motor vehicles. Initiatives that are supported 
include: 

~ the move to higher density developments; 

• the provision of adequate local public transport infrastructure that links residential areas 
to regional facilities, including employment centres; 

• creating greater employment within the region; and 

• providing cycleways in conjunction with major transport routes so as to encourage the 
use of cycles for commuting. 

2. The omoosed water Lreatment p!:mts 

Adequate buffers should be provided around these facilities to protect residents from both 
odotLrs and chlorine associated risks. The recommended distance is 1 km. 

3, Basic Raw Materials Zone 

The Portiand Cement quicklime project at Nowergup, located in the proposed Basic Raw 
material Zone, and associated Consultative Environmental Review report, should be used 
to guide development of extractive industries within this Zone. 

The final use of this land for urban purposes is supponed provided that the environmental 
integrity of Lake Nowergup is protected, and adequate buffers are provided from the 
horticultme area to the north and the industrial area to the south. Further, urbanisation 
within the area should not be used as a reason to provide east-west access through· 
Neerabup National Park. 

4. Aerodrpmes 

Given what is being proposed for the region in the Structure Plan, it may be difficult to 
find a location for an aerodrome. Adequate buffers from residential areas are required, 
and the aerodrome should not be located on environmentally sensitive areas, including 
priority one groundwater areas. 
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If the need for an aerodrome can be demonstrated, its location should be proposed at this 
time so that planning of the land nearby can be adjusted accordingly. Formal assessment 
would also be required by the Authority. 

5. Tonkin Highway 

The construction of any new road across the Priority One Gnangara Groundwater Mound 
management area is environmentally unacceptable. Around 35% of all the water supplied 
by the Water Authority comes from underground water, mostly from priority one 
groundwater areas. The quality of water from priority one sources is currently near 
pristine, requiring minimal treatment. Placing roads across these areas threatens the 
quality of that water. 

Drainage off roads ca.rries po!Iuta.nts, including hyd.rucarbons, benzene der-ivatives and 
lead, down through the sand into the the unconfined aquifer. These pollutants can cause 
health problems if found in sufficiently high concentrations in drinking water. Further, 
there is Lhe added danger of transportation spills from a whole variery of toxic substances 
being carried on trucks using the road. 

6. Industrial buffers 

Mention should be made of the need for appropriate buffers to separate the proposed 
industrial areas from the nearby residential areas. In general, the guidelines set by the 
Victorian Environmental Protection Authority as published in Publication No. AQ2/86 are 
applied in Western AustF.Jia (copy attached). 

7. Horticulture 

This is an important land use w-ithin the region, but expansion of that activity in the 
catchment of Lake Nowergup would likely have an deleterious impact on that wetland and 
would be opposed by the Authority. 

8. Lake Neerabup 

The inclusion of this irnponrrnt wetland as PJ.rks and Recreation is supp;Jrted. 

9. Marina at the Al.kimos wastewater treatment plant outlet 

Such a proposal would likely require assessment under Part IV of the Environmental 
Protection Act. 

10. Re~ionul drainage 

The need to dispose of drainage water from the area east of Wanneroo Road to the ocean 
is not justified. On-site drainage disposal should be provide using the conceptS of water 
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sensitive urban design. Restriction on vegetation clearing in the Landscape Protection 
Zone would also minimise the need for off-site drainage. 

11. \Vaste disnosal 

Tne current tip site at Tamala Park may not last the life of this plan. Alternatives for 
rubbish disposal need to be canvassed, and, if a site is required within the region, options 
for its location should be discussed. 

It is also possible that some land near the tip site might be unsuitable for urbanisation 
while the tip is still operational. The Depanment of Health is currently developing 
guidelines for buffers around waste disposal sites, and planning for the area around 
Tamala Park would need to be consistern with that policy. -

12. Management of residential areas abutting the transport svstem (freewav and raill. 
National Parks and regional open space areas 

Your Departlnent is currentiy formulating a policy regarding noise buffers for major roads 
and the need for such buffers should be made clear in the report. 

The practice of not having residential lots abutting National Parks and Regional Open 
space should be continued in the corridor. 

The above comments are offered as the first level of advice from the Authority. The 
various issues raised will require ongoing consultation between officers of bot.h Agencies 
so that any concerns are resolved satisfactorily. Should you require further information 
on any of the above issues please contact Jv[r Ga.rry Middle on 222 7103. 

Finally, this advice will be mJde available to the public, with copies sent to the various 
groups who have shown an interest in this matter during the time the Authority has been 
considering the Structure Plan. 

Yours sincere! y 

R AD Sippe (,. 
DIRECIDR ·"-
EVALUATION DIVISION 
16 December 1991 

CC: City ofWanneruo 
Qui..11ns Rock Envi.ronmenta! Resea..-.och Group 
Conservation Council of\V estern Australia (Inc) 
Wanneroo Rural Federation (Inc) 
Jackie Watkins, l'vi.LA 
L. C. Hawkins 
Coalition for Wanneroo's Environment 

enc 
NWCor Advice I DPUD 1291 GM! 
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Appendix 4 

Proponents' commitments 

The proponents undenake to comolv with eJ.ch of the commitmenrs which are made in this 

document to the satisfaction of the relevant sracutory authority. It is to be noted that the present 

proposal is for rezoning rather than for subdivision and that the present proponents will not be 

the owners of future development lots created by the Development Plan, or the proponents for all 

subsequent development work. 

This requires accommodation and acknowledgment by the relevant regulatory authorities in the 

course of processing this proposal. This section of the report reiterates and enumerates 

individual commitments which have been made within this Public Environmental Review 

8. l Detailed Design 

l. The proponent will accommodate environmental management objectives listed below in 

the following commitments wiL'Jin the forthcoming subdivision design to the greatest 

practical extent, to the satisfaction of the Depanmenr of Planning and Crban 

Deveiopmcnr and che Ciry of w·anneroo. 

The proponent will formulate the subdivision design to maximise the retention of 

existing native vegetation as far as is practicJ.l within public open space, schools. 

community centres and commercial areas, to me satisfaction of u'le Deoanmenr of 

Planning and Grban Development and lhe Ciry of Wanneroo. 

The proponent wiU incorporate to the gre:J.test practical extent recerH destgn principles 

for water conservation reported by the \\"estern Austr~llian Warer Rcsourc~s Counc:I 

1\V,~ VY'RC. 199()}, to the satisfaction of the \Vater Authoriry and t.he City of \.\/a_rmeroo. 

- The proponent will design stormw;ner handling J.nd disposal facluies during the 

detajled engineering design phase of the project, in accordance with current regulate~; 

des1gn specificuions and to the si.1usfJction of the City of \Vanneroo. ,J..ll srormwater 

will be disposed of on-sire usmg current design approaches. 



S. Should groundwater abstmction within the proJeCt area be proposed bv the proponent, 

absrracnon will be designed and c:mied our to the satisfaction of the Water Authority. 

6. The proponent will accommodate the protection of the Aboriginal mythological honey 

possum site by the retention of approximately 4 ha of land as public open space, and the 

retention of all native vegetation within this area, to the satisfaction of the Dep:u-tment of 

Planning and urban Development and the City of Wanneroo. 

8. 2 Construciion Phase 

Tne proponent will achieve effective noise and dust control during rhe construction phase of the 

project, to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority, as follows: 

7. The operation of heavy machinery wi!l be resrricted to between 0630 and 18.30 hours or 

in accordance with Local Authority regulations and all vehicles will be fitted with noise 

suppressing devices which will comply with standard vehicle emission and noise 

regulations. 

8. Compliance with aopropriate EPA Dust Guidelines for the deveiopmeni sites will be 

e:1sured bv the adoption of appropriate sire works procedures. 

9 Prepar:uory vehicle access roads will be warered during operation. 

10. Disturbed areas wJI be covered with top soil. and in the event that nuisance conditions 

:J.nse, the areas wiil be stabilised. 

Tile proponenc will mlmmi.')e smoke nuisance durmg the construction phase of the pro_!ec:. to ~~e 

SJtisfo.ct1on of the City of \Vai1neroo. as follows: 

L l. The disposJJ of cle3.fed vegerJ.aon by methods O(her than bw11ing will be utilised :o the 

:;re:uest pwcticJ.l cxtenL 

·. \Vherever possibie. :.1ny burning that must be c:.lmed out will be conduc~e-:.1 ur:de: 

favour.J.bie meteorological conditions. 



l J. :-.;on-vege~auve materiuJ will not be burnt or used to promote burning. 

The proponent "'-'ill CJIT)'' out fuel milllagemenr during the constructwn phase of the project, to 

the satisfaction of LI-Ie Vv'arer Authority, as follows.: 

14. Any fuel storage vessel which is utilized on-site will be located within an urea which is 

sealed with a continuous double-thickness polythene sheet covered with soii. of 

sufficient volume to contain any spill which may occur during refuelling. 

In the cvenr that a fuel spillage occurs outside the compound. the comJJTllnated soil will 

be immediately removed for disposuJ in an approved manner. 

The proponent will manage heavy vehicle traffic during l~e construction phase of the project. to 

the satisfaction of the City of W anne roo, as follows: 

16_ Heavy vehicle movements wili be restricted to between 0630 and 1830 hours or in 

accordance with Local Authority regulations. Monday to Saturdav. Vehicles will be 

restricted to the major roads where possible. 

The proponent wiU accommodate dieback protection procedures during Ll-xe construction phase of 

the proJeCt, to the satisiac::ion of the Environmental Protection Authority. as follows: 

i ~ In the event that die back is detected. a detaile.rl dieb:3ck hygiene srrategv will be defined 

to limit rhe risk oi spreJ.d within or beyond the site. In the event thar fill is required. it 

will not be imported from dieback infected 1reas. 

l S. Public safety will be recognised by the restriction of J.ccess to the developrnen[ site 

during the construction ph:.1se ::tnd t..ile erection of appropno.te V/JJning st,r:::1s. 

I 9 The proponent will opUrnise revegetation success by Lhe recovery and re<lpplicuion of 

top soil during sire preparJrjon works, to the greatest pru.cucal extent. to the satisfaction 

of lhe Ciry of \A/Jnneroo. 



8. 3 Post-Construction Phase 

20. The proponent will request that followtng their establishment. the management of 

grassed areas of public open space (which will be the responsibility of the City of 

W3.nneroo) accommodate guidelines recendy prepared by the Water iluLhoriry to protect 

the groundwater from nutrient contamination and to conserve water. to the satisfaction 

of the \Vater Authority. 

21. In the course of the land transier process. the proponent will advise the furure managers 

of areas which suppon or could suppon native vegetation reserves. of L~e desirability of 

retaining natura! vegetation and the appropriate management strategies for these areas. 

to the satisfaction of the City of Wanneroo. 

8.4 Additional Commitments 

1. The proponents will undertake a review of Water Authority of Western Australia's data 
regarding water levels in Lakes Joondalup and Adams, and Warer Authority of Western 
Australia's nutrient levels in Lake Joondalup. This review will then be reported to the relevanr 
agencies including the Environmental Protection Authority. 

2. The proponents will prepare a Remnant Vegetation Plan for the northern portion of the 
project urea a[ the time of subdivision. The plan will detail a managen1ent prograrn for remnant 
vegetation within the subdl\i1Sion. determmed m conjunction with the City of Wanneroo. 


